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Abstract

Online social networks have revolutionized the way people interact with each
other nowadays. Users often share their experiences in various health - related
topics like disease symptoms, drug treatments and other medical related issues
in order to discuss with other patients dealing with similar conditions.
During the production of a new drug, important drug properties like possible
Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) are monitored through a phase of clinical tri-
als. However, due to various factors that can not be easily measured in those
trials, patients can potentially experience adverse events that were not related to
their treatment before, or were related to it in a much smaller frequency. There-
fore, the automatic detection of Adverse Events in online networks is gaining
an increasing popularity among researchers in the biomedical community, as it
can offer a valuable complementary source of information, next to the traditional
approaches of reporting those events to the corresponding Food and Drug Asso-
ciation. From an NLP perspective, this task poses a significant challenge as there
is a large gap between the informal language used in social media and the formal
medical language used to officially describe a medical concept. Moreover, there
is an absence of large annotated datasets, as the manual labeling of an adverse
effect mentions is a time-consuming and often ambiguous procedure which also
requires some sort of medical expertise.
In this work we propose a novel machine learning approach to normalize Ad-
verse Drug Effect mentions in user-generated text to a standard vocabulary from
a medical Ontology. The evaluation results of the proposed model demonstrates
a competitive performance among the current state of the art techniques, pos-
ing the potential feasibility of our model in the medical concept normalization
domain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social media networks have become an almost inexhaustible source of people’s opin-
ions on a wide variety of different topics. As a result, there has already been a lot of
research done in the field of extracting useful information from users’ posts in social
media or public forums for different domains. In the biomedical domain, extracting
information that would allow us to monitor adverse events or indications of Drugs that
are available in the market would be one extremely useful task for various reasons.

During the production of a new drug, the standard procedure before making it available
to public is a preliminary phase of clinical trials , where a limited number of patients
use the examined medicine in accordance with the instructions of a team of doctors.
During this phase patients report the extent to which this drug improves their health, as
well as any adverse reactions that this may cause. However, since the amount of peo-
ple that take part in these trials is limited, it would be very useful to monitor patients
experience on those drugs in a larger scale after the medicine is made available to ev-
eryone in the market. In most cases, this is not possible. Patients may report potential
adverse drug reactions to the regulatory authorities such as the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration or the European Medicine Agency, however this kind of information is in
most cases not reported unless the situation is critical. On the other hand, the rise of
social media networks has led people discuss their health related issues in public and
share their experiences. Twitter, Reddit and other famous public forums can be a large
source of information for our domain of interest, as we could use this raw informa-
tion available in user-generated text to enrich our existing knowledge about different
drugs,diseases and adverse reactions caused by drugs or to monitor adverse events of
a specific drug of interest.

We call the problem of linking medical text entities mentioned in informal/colloquial
language to a standard medical vocabulary as a medical concept normalization or al-
ternatively medical entity linking problem. With the term ’medical entity’ we refer
to a piece of text which represents an entity in the medical domain. For instance, it
can represent a disease, an adverse drug reaction or a symptom. The same entity can
be expressed in many different ways in written language, for example ’myalgia’ and
’myodynia’ both refer to the same symptom entity. Therefore, the task of entity link-
ing, tries to identify all the different variations of those entities in text and ’link’ them
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Introduction

to a standard vocabulary that represents them. This standard vocabulary is referring
to the official naming of medical concepts in a knowledge-base. A knowledge base,
also referred as ontology in Artificial Intelligence literature, can be considered as a
large network of different entities and concepts,where their formal naming and prop-
erties, as well as their relations with other entities is stored. In the medical domain for
instance, the largest Knowledge-Base named UMLS (Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem) contains structured information about a large number of different medical entities
like Diseases, Symptoms, Indications etc, as well as the relations that those different
entities have with each other (for instance a certain Disease is associated with certain
Symptoms). Being able to normalize entities from user-generated text to their corre-
sponding UMLS entities, would allow us to update the Knowledge Base and hence
enrich our knowledge regarding a new adverse drug reaction entity associated with a
drug entity, or even update the alternative naming/definition of a certain ADR.

The problem of medical concept normalization is an open problem for the research
community. There has already been extensive work done in the field of extracting
medical entities like ADRs from users’ text, which is a necessary first step, however
the nature of the normalization problem, makes it a quite challenging task to solve.
Text generated by users in social media is quite different in its linguistics, than using
the official medical terminology with which a medical entity is stored in a domain
specific knowledge base like UMLS.

user-generated message Name of the corresponding KB entity
’head spinning a little’ Dizziness

’lose 10 lbs’ Body Weight Decreased
’appetite on 10’ Increased Appetite

’terrible headache!!!!’ Headache

Table 1.1: Examples of user-generated text describing ADRs and their related KB
entities

As presented in Table 1.1 there are cases with minimal term overlap between the
user generated message and the knowledge base entity terms. Hence, understanding
the semantics of a medical term mentioned in text, and mapping it to its corresponding
entity in a KB is a quite challenging computer science problem, where traditional string
matching or term weighting techniques [30] are reported to perform poor [26]. Apart
from the difference in the use of language, the quite large number of the available
entities in a KB, as well as the expensive annotated data (time consuming process
and requirement for domain expertise) from which machine learning approaches could
benefit, are also important parameters in this non-trivial problem. In the following
sections, we will formalize our research questions, provide an overview of the current
state of the art approaches in medical concept normalization and present our novel
approach for handling this problem.
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Introduction 1.1 Research objectives and Contributions

1.1 Research objectives and Contributions

In this thesis, our goal is to implement and evaluate a novel approach for normalizing
(linking) Adverse Drug Reactions in user-generated text to their corresponding Knowl-
edge Base entities. As a result, we pose the following Research Question.
Main RQ: How can we effectively link medical entities mentioned in user-generated
text, to their corresponding entities in an existing medical Knowledge Base?

Of course our goal is not address all medical entities, as the research question poses.
Instead we will focus on the specific case of Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs). In
order to answer the above research question, we organize our work around the three
research sub-questions as presented below.

RSQ1: What are the state-of-the-art methods, for linking medical entities to knowl-
edge base entities?

To address the above question, our contribution will be to perform a systematic lit-
erature review in order to identify all the relevant research to medical entity linking.
This will let us identify and analyze the current capabilities and limitations of the ex-
isting approaches. We will follow a systematic way of retrieving the literature in order
to ensure reproducibility, and the exact methodology will be described in detail. The
main purpose of this part of our work is to identify the best performing techniques
in this domain and to define a research direction that will try to address the limita-
tions of the current state of the art.

RSQ2: How can we address the drawbacks and limitations of the current state of
the art techniques in normalizing ADRs in user-generated text?

Here we will define the whole solution space and set up a novel approach which,
based on theory and related work, can address the limitations of the current techniques
and further improve its performance in user-generated text.

RSQ3: How effective is our proposed approach in linking ADR mentions compared
to the current state of the art techniques?

Finally, we will perform an extensive experimental evaluation of our proposed model
and compare its effectiveness to the current state of the art on real world data from so-
cial media. As part of this work, we will also evaluate our system in the corresponding
shared task of the 2019 Social Media Mining for Health workshop [7], part of the
ACL conference. Our evaluation will try to provide the necessary insights about the
strengths and weaknesses of the porpoised approach from both quantitative and quali-
tative perspective.

1.2 Document Structure

The rest of this document is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the Related
Work in the domain of ’medical entity linking’ and we perform a Systematic Literature
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Review. Based on our findings in this survey, we provide an overview of our proposed
approach for normalizing Adverse Drug Reactions (ADR) mentions in user-generated
text in Section 3, while in Section 4 we will evaluate it against the state of the art tech-
niques reported in literature. Finally in Section 5 we provide some research directions
for future work and present our final conclusions and remarks regarding this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The goal of this chapter is to inspect and reflect on the evolution of research in the
domain of ’medical entity linking’. Our literature survey is based on Systematic Map-
ping Studies methodology [18, 19], in order to retrieve the most relevant and significant
published research in that field. The collected bibliographic data is then analyzed from
a perspective that can give an insight to the reader, about the evolution of research in
that domain, the main types of techniques that are followed, as well as their strengths
and limitations. Our final goal is to extract a useful direction for our research project
in normalizing medical entities in user-generated text.

With the term ’medical entity’ we refer to a piece of text which represents an entity in
the medical domain. For instance , it can represent a disease , an adverse drug reaction
or a symptom. The same entity can be expressed in many different ways in written lan-
guage, for example ’myalgia’ and ’myodynia’ both refer to the same symptom entity.
The task of entity linking, tries to identify all the different variations of those entities
mentioned in text and ’link’ them with their corresponding entity identifier, as referred
in a Knowledge-base.

Knowledge-bases are large network of entities which capture their semantic types,
their properties and the relations between different entities. One of the largest knowledge-
bases in the medical domain is UMLS, where a very large number of different diseases,
symptoms and other medical related entities are stored, capturing any relations or prop-
erties between them.

Linking entity mentions in free text , to knowledge base entities is an extremely useful
task. It gives us the chance to transform all the unstructured information that is present
in text and is related to the examined entity, into structured knowledge that will enrich
the existing Knowledge-base information. Building and extending knowledge-graphs
(graphical representations of knowledge-bases) is widely used by famous search en-
gines like google in order to improve users’ search results. The search engines try to
identify the input entities in the search query and retrieve all relevant structured infor-
mation related to it from a knowledge-base.

In the biomedical domain, there is a lot of useful information in patients’ online discus-
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sions or doctors’ forums, regarding symptoms of a disease or adverse drug reactions of
a medicine, which is unstructured and noisy, so it can be lost. As a result, being able to
identify those entity mentions in text and link them to their identifiers can en-chance
our knowledge by building up an existing knowledge-base.

In the following sections, we will try to present a basic overview of the literature
retrieval process, a classification of the different ’medical entity linking ’ techniques,
the available datasets for evaluating these techniques, a comparison between them and
finally demonstrate a useful direction for future attempts in this research field.

2.1 Methodology for literature retrieval

In order to retrieve all the relevant literature on medical entity linking approaches, we
followed the systematic literature study approach [18] which is widely adopted in com-
puter science and software engineering. More specifically, we conducted a systematic
mapping study based on [19], as it is more appropriate for addressing broader research
questions, such as mapping the state-of-the-art methods in a research area. In that way,
we make all the implementation steps for retrieving the relevant literature available to
the reader, in order to ensure the reproducibility of our efforts. The steps we followed
are analyzed in the following paragraph.

The first step was to clearly define our research question. In our case this is, "what
are the state-of-the-art methods in medical entity linking to existing knowledge base?".
From this research question, we then defined the basic keywords related to it. More
specifically, the keywords we derived were "medical", "entity", "linking" and "knowledge-
base". Based on those keywords, our next step was to construct our basic search string
which we would use in different search engines. In order to do that we added a set of
synonyms to each of the keywords in order to increase the recall of our search results.
The overview of our search string can be seen below.

(medical OR biomedical OR adr) AND (entity OR concept OR text) AND
(normalization OR linking OR disambiguation) AND (KB OR KG OR (knowledge
AND base) OR (knowledge AND graph))

Having defined our search string, we now started searching for relevant literature in
different digital scientific libraries. More specifically, we queried ACM, IEEE, Sco-
pus and ScienceDirect. Apart from those digital libraries we retrieved all the relevant
documents published in social media mining for health (SMM4H) shared task work-
shop, as one of the published tasks was explicitly related to normalizing social-media
health-related posts to official medical terminologies in a medical related knowledge
base. Accordingly, we considered the SemEval e-Health workshop which also tried
to attract researchers that would deal with the medical concept normalization task.

From each of those libraries we collected the relevant documents based on their ti-
tle and abstract as long as they were published during the last 7-8 years (2012 or
later).This resulted in 94 relevant papers retrieved from ACM digital library, 85 from
IEEE, 332 from Scopus and 148 from Science Direct. After that initial selection,
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the retrieved documents of each library were merged together, the duplicates were re-
moved and the papers were filtered based on their title and abstract content. The total
number of the retrieved documents after that phase was 86. Finally, we performed a
more detailed filtering based on the whole content of each paper which ended up to a
collection of 26 relevant documents. Those papers are classified below, based on their
common characteristics in order to draw some useful conclusions and directions for
our research. A more clear and detailed overview of the bibliographic retrieval proce-
dure can be seen in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Literature Survey paper retrieval process

2.2 Classification of different normalization techniques

In this section we will try to provide a broad overview of the different kind of tech-
niques that are used in literature for medical entity linking to an existing knowledge-
base. Based on our literature survey results, there are two main categories of medical
entity linking techniques: Rule-based or knowledge-based techniques and machine
learning techniques. The second category is quite broad so it can be further catego-
rized to supervised and unsupervised techniques as demonstrated in the tree below.
Each of those classes, as well as the most significant related efforts reported in litera-
ture are analyzed in the following subsections.

7
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Figure 2.2: medical entity linking categories

2.2.1 Rule-based

Rule- based approaches, sometimes also referred as knowledge-based approaches are
handling the medical entity linking problem based on string similarity measures, where
they are trying to match the text mention with the most similar string representing a
knowledge base entity. One of the first attempts was MetaMap [1] in 2001, which we
decided to include in our survey despite being a very old approach because it is often
used as one of the baselines for comparison with other similar methods. MGrep [43]
is another example quite similar to MetaMap reporting a bit better performance, while
several others also follow [5, 42].

It is worth mentioning that apart from the traditional string similarity measurements
between the text mention and the KB entity, some researchers tried to extend their ap-
proaches by implementing dictionary look-up approaches adding mention synonyms
or definitions, [11, 6, 28], implementing term weighting techniques [30] or generating
candidate entities for a mention using edit distance patterns [11, 17] which is based
on the minimum number of operations, deletions or insertions needed to convert a text
mention to an entity of the knowledge base.

2.2.2 Machine Learning based

Machine learning based approaches are a quite broad category. For this reason, we
have created four main subcategories. The first three of them are supervised machine
learning approaches and the last one is non-supervised, in the sense that it does not
require any sort of annotated data to be trained with.

Supervised approaches

Deep Learning classification using word embeddings
During recent years, deep learning techniques have demonstrated remarkable results

in various tasks including image classification or segmentation but also text classifi-
cation. Especially Recurrent neural networks have proven to be very useful in tasks
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related to text as they are able to capture the sequential nature of the text data. Under
this assumption, some of the researchers tried to solve the medical entity linking prob-
lem as a text classification task, where the text mention is the input to a deep learning
model and the corresponding entity of the KB is the label.

The first significant approach was [26], who tried to use a semantic representation of
related mentions in user-generated text, as an input to a convolutional neural network
(CNN) or a Recurrent neural network (RNN), which applied some filters and extracted
features from it in order to correctly classify it to the correct KB entity (class). The
above techniques, demonstrated the importance and the usefulness of representing text
mentions as vectors that can capture the semantics of this mention. Those vector repre-
sentations, also called word embeddings, were created using a pre-trained embedding
model trained on millions of general domain articles from Gnews.

Inspired from the above work [23] proposed an improvement to the vector representa-
tions method. They claimed that creating vector representations of medical concepts
based on a general domain corpora does not produce the optimal semantic vectors, and
for this reason they trained their word embedding models on a large domain specific
unlabeled corpora in combination with the general domain Gnews and they proved that
this could give a boost to performance.

More recently [46] proved that the quite promising results presented in [26] were a
bit unrealistic because of the fact that the datasets used for evaluation, included the
same phrase-label pairs more than once, which could lead to misleading estimations
of the true accuracy in previously unseen data. When, removing all duplicates from
the dataset, the authors of that work demonstrate results which show that the use of
LSTMs and GRU recurrent neural networks are actually performing better than the
CNNs reported in previous works in the context of medical concept normalization.

Another family of deep learning methods [14, 35], demonstrate the importance of us-
ing character level embeddings with RNNs in order to extract useful features from the
entity vector representations. The importance of character-level neural networks relies
in the importance of reducing the out of vocabulary (OOV) problem, which is often
present in most word embedding models. Especially in social media where spelling
mistakes and use of language are totally different than formal text.

Machine Translation approaches
Machine Translation approaches, are also using deep neural networks to link med-

ical entity mentions to their knowledge-base entities, but not as a classification task.
Instead they try to ’translate’ the ’unofficial’ language where the entity is mentioned
to the ’formal knowledge-base’ language where the KB entities exist. Most of the ap-
proaches found in literature try to link entity mentions in user-generated language, so it
is mainly a translation from ’user-generated language’ to ’knowledge-base language’.
For instance, Limsopatham and Collier in 2015 [25], adapt phrase-based MT approach
combined with a similarity score between the word vectors to map twitter phrases to
SNOMED CT concepts. The aforementioned approach is based on the intuition that
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entities mentioned in user-generated text are quite different than the official medical
terms representing each medical entity in a KB. For this reason, instead of trying to
find the similarity between the user text mentions and the labels directly, it is reason-
able to embed those different kinds of text in two embedding spaces and then perform
some sort of mapping from one space to another, similarly to a language translation
approach.

Similarly in [31] the authors utilize an encoder-decoder architecture to translate a dis-
ease mention in social media language to a formal medical KB concept. The input
to the Bi- directional LSTM encoder is a vector representation of the disease mention,
which then is ’unrolled’ to KB language, while in [32] authors try to use a quite similar
neural network architecture for ICD-10 coding of English Death certificates. In [16],
we can find a similar approach to the above, however the deep neural network architec-
ture maps entities mentioned in biomedical literature to KB entities by creating Graph
embeddings that capture the relationship between nodes (entities) in the KB.

Rest of the supervised approaches
In this section, we include the most representative supervised machine learning ap-

proaches that do not belong to the above two categories (deep learning classification
and machine translation methods).

One of the first and probably the most significant supervised machine learning ap-
proach was DNorm [21, 22]. In this paper, the authors performed disease entity nor-
malization using a function that performed pair-wise ranking between a disease men-
tion and a candidate concept. This function was trained on given mention-concept
pairs to return higher scores when the pairs were correct and lower scores in any other
case. Another LTR (Learning to Rank) approach in the field[24], performed CNN-
based pair-wise ranking between the text mentions and the KB entity definitions. The
first phase of the approach consisted of a candidate generation phase which was rule-
based. The authors generated a candidate label list for every entity mention using this
rule-based technique, searching for string similarities between the two pieces pf text.

Other machine learning approaches [9, 27, 50], represent a text mention as a set of
textual and semantic similarity features and based on them, they train a linear classi-
fier, usually an SVM, to predict the correct corresponding concept.

Unsupervised approaches

When referring to Unsupervised machine learning approaches, we mean approaches
that rely only on prior-knowledge which are present in the Knowledge base without
making use of any sort of annotated data. Those approaches are using a vector repre-
sentation of entity mentions that captures their semantic similarity, as well as a similar-
ity measure between the test samples and the Knowledge base entity prototypes. Those
vector representations of words and entities are called word embeddings. Word em-
bedding models, are trained on a very large unlabeled corpora in order to produce
vector representations for any given word present in that corpora. The vectors are
created in such a way, that similar words in meaning will have similar vector represen-
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tations. The model architecture is based on a neural network which tries to predict a
word based on its context (CBOW), or to predict a context of a given word (Skip-gram)
[33].

As mentioned in previous sections, word embeddings are usually used as an input to
deep learning classification methods, for medical entity linking task. However, they are
also used to link a word representation of a token , to its most similar vector represen-
tation of a KB concept. This similarity is usually measured with the cosine similarity
between the two vectors. An example of this kind of work is presented in [45] where
the authors tried to link anatomical phrases in radiology reports to their corresponding
SNOMED CT concepts. The authors experimented with different models for creating
the vector representation of a given mention and a SNOMED CT concept and then
linked them based on their cosine similarity.

However, we have to mention that to our knowledge there are not many efforts that
rely only on unsupervised techniques. There is plenty of research on the other hand,
that refers to the word embedding techniques, either as a baseline for comparison with
other supervised methods [26, 25] , or calculates the vector similarity as a feature for
another supervised classification method [27]. The reason is that, as mentioned in pre-
vious sections, the use of language in domains like social media or online forums is
totally different than the official medical terminology used in KB and hence it is hard
to find a common embedding space that will be able to match semantically similar
entities.

2.2.3 General remarks and overview

In this section we will provide a few useful insights by presenting a general overview
of the selected research papers in this survey. As can be demonstrated in the pie chart
below (Figure 2.3) , the majority of the available research is approaching the medical
entity linking problem using machine learning techniques. However, the percentage of
the rule-based approaches is larger than any other supervised or unsupervised machine
learning subcategory. This can be explained, if we take into consideration that rule-
based approaches were probably the only choice before the rise of machine learning
techniques and the increased availability of training data during the last few years.

On the other hand, we can also highlight that there is a tendency to switch to deep
learning based, and in general supervised learning based, approaches during the last
two or three years. As can be seen in Figure 2.4 , rule-based related publications were
mostly published before 2017, while on the other hand there is a clear hype in deep
learning classification methods and Machine translation approaches. The larger avail-
ability of annotated data during the recent years, has clearly played a vital role in this
phenomenon.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of medical entity linking approaches

Figure 2.4: Publication year of relevant research

2.3 Dimensions to compare normalization techniques

In this section we assess the medical entity linking techniques presented earlier, with
respect to the following aspects of interest:

• Performance in user-generated content.

• Annotation costs.

• Number of hyper-parameters to be tuned.

Based on the above aspects of interest, we are introducing our basic dimensions for
comparison of the aforementioned categories.

12
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Performance in user generated-content: The main goal of this literature survey is
to identify and present the most significant types of methods used in medical entity
linking, in order to give a reasonable research direction for the problem of linking user-
generated adverse drug reaction mentions to their corresponding medical concepts in
a Knowledge base. For this reason, one of the basic dimensions for comparison is the
methods’ performance in user-generated content like social media or public forums.

Annotation costs: Since the amount of the available annotated data in this domain
is relatively small, and the available number of concept identifiers is quite large, we
have to take into account the amount of labeled data that each of the aforementioned
techniques needs in order to produce satisfying results in terms of performance.

Number of hyper-parameters to be tuned: Apart from the performance and the need
for training data, we evaluate each class of the aforementioned approaches, based on
the model complexity. More specifically, we are considering the amount of hyper-
parameters that need to be optimized so that each approach can achieve an optimal
performance.

2.4 Datasets to study medical entity normalization

Before we demonstrate a comparison between the different medical concept normal-
ization techniques, we will first present all the publicly available datasets for medical
concept normalization task in short. The collection of datasets was based on the eval-
uation sections of the retrieved literature as well as organized workshop tasks in this
domain.

2.4.1 Dataset Requirements

The datasets for normalizing medical concepts need to have two basic requirements in
order to include them in this section:

• text entities should be extracted from user-generated text: As mentioned
earlier in this chapter , the scope of this thesis is to normalize medical entities
in user-generated text. The use of language in that case, is totally different than
a potential official document where the use of language is more official and less
noisy.

• All entities should be mapped to a medical concept from a standard clinical
terminology defined in a KB: This means , in other words, that the annotations
for each text mention should be a code from one of the few known medical
Knowledge Bases like UMLS or MEDDRA

2.4.2 Publicly available datasets

To our knowledge, at the time of writing this thesis there are 4 publicly available
datasets for medical concept normalization in user-generated text. Three of them are

13
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extracted from Twitter posts and one of them is extracted by AskAPatient.com public
forum. A brief description of each one of them is demonstrated below.

• Twitter ADR-S: This dataset, provided by [25], contains 201 unique Twitter
phrases describing Adverse Drug Reactions, which are mapped to their corre-
sponding concept from the SNOMED CT1 clinical vocabulary. The total number
of concepts present in the annotations is 58, which means that each concept has
approximately 3.47 text mention examples.

• Twitter ADR-L: The TWITTER ADR-L dataset, published in [26], contains
1436 unique TWITTER ADR phrases mapped to 273 medical concepts from
the SIDER4 2 collection of Adverse Events. On average, each medical concept
has 5.26 training examples, while 170 out of the 1436 TWITTER mentions are
assigned to more than one medical concepts.

• AskAPatient.com: The dataset was retrieved from CADEC corpus [15] and
consists of reviews from askapatient.com.The dataset contains 8,662 phrases,
which are annotated to one of the 1,036 medical concepts from SNOMED-CT
and AMT (the Australian Medicines Terminology).This means that each med-
ical concept has on average 8.3 training samples. Unlike the aforementioned
datasets however, this dataset does not consist of ADR entities only.Diseases
(283 entities), Symptoms (275 entities), and Clinical Findings (435 entities) are
also added to 6,318 ADR entities.

• Twitter SMM4H 2017: In the Social Media Mining for Health Shared Task
3 in 2017, participants were asked to normalize extracted ADR entities from
TWITTER posts to their corresponding medical codes from MEDDRA KB. The
given training and development set [39], consists of 3629 unique adverse drug
reaction mentions mapped to 507 different MEDDRA codes. Unfortunately, the
test set annotations are not made public even after the end of the workshop task.
However, it is still the largest TWITTER dataset available to our knowledge. On
average each MEDDRA code has 7.1 unique training samples.

2.4.3 Selected Dataset for evaluation

In most papers evaluating medical normalization approaches in user-generated con-
tent, Twitter ADR-L and AskAPatient datasets are the most commonly used. Despite
the fact that Twitter SMM4H 2017 is larger than Twitter ADR-L , it was probably not
available when most of the related research took place. For this reason, we performed a
comparison of the related work based on their reported performance on Twitter ADR-
L and AskAPatient dataset, but then we mainly used the SMM4H 2017 TWITTER
dataset for evaluating our own work. In order to compare it with the rest, we also
reproduced the state of the art approaches from relevant research in this dataset.It is
worth mentioning that in order to avoid overfitting,some basic parameter tuning of our
models was performed on Twitter ADR-L.

1https://www.snomed.org/
2http://sideeffects.embl.de/
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Our selection was based on the size of the dataset, as it is the largest available in
TWITTER language, as well as the nature of social media text which is way more
noisy and informal compared to public forums like ASKAPATIENT where patients
tend to interact with doctors so the level of noisy,misspelled or slang language is lower.

2.5 Comparing the different normalization techniques

In this section we will present a comparison between the different entity linking tech-
niques, based on the aspects defined in section 2.3. We will try to mention the basic
advantages of each one of them, as well as identify their limitations and draw some
general conclusions.

2.5.1 Performance in user-generated context

Since every research paper included in this survey evaluates the proposed approach in
a large variety of ways, including different datasets and metrics , it was not easy to
compare their performance based on a common baseline. However, based on the work
presented in[26], as well as in [23, 35, 46], we have the ability to compare the accuracy
of the most important representatives of each of the aforementioned categories on two
user-generated datasets created from TWITTER posts (Twitter ADR-L) and ASKAPA-
TIENT (AskAPatient.com) forum reviews.

In terms of metrics, since only one ’label’ for each text mention is predicted, accu-
racy seems to be the most appropriate one to use. Precision/recall or f-score does not
give us any better insights in most cases. However, we have to mention that there are
few approaches which perform candidate generation or ranking of candidate concept
identifiers, that use precision, recall or a ranking metric like MRR which is more suit-
able. In our comparison we will stick to accuracy.

From the reported results, we can easily conclude that the rule-based approaches
demonstrate a relatively poor performance [26] (approximately 0.23 reported accu-
racy on Twitter data ) when they have to do with social media text entity linking. Since
they mostly depend on string matching techniques, ignoring the semantics of each text
mention in most cases, they seem to fail to link lay people language to official medical
terminology. On the contrary, deep learning supervised techniques [26, 23, 46, 35]
demonstrate a quite promising performance (approximately 0.39-0.46 reported accu-
racy on Twitter data ), as their input is a vector representation of an entity mention that
manages to capture the semantics of the phrase and is not dependent on string simi-
larity measures only. The rest of the supervised methods, like DNorm, multinomial
Logistic Regression [26] as well as machine translation approaches [25], are some-
where in the middle (approximately 0.33-0.35 reported accuracy on Twitter data ) as
they take advantage of the annotated data to learn a function that correctly classifies
each mention. Lastly, unsupervised techniques, despite the fact that they capture se-
mantic similarity between text with minimal string similarity, they barely outperform
the rule-based techniques in those two datasets.
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2.5.2 Annotation costs

Regarding the annotation costs, meaning the amount of labeled training data needed
for each method, it is obvious that rule-based techniques and unsupervised machine
learning techniques have no annotation costs at all. This makes those approaches really
easy to acquire. On the other hand, deep learning classification methods and some of
the other supervised approaches require a large number of training samples per class
in order to perform well, as deep neural networks are very complex models and need
a lot of training data to avoid over fitting and generalize well. As reported in [26] the
deep learning models clearly overfit when they are trained on a Twitter dataset with
approximately 1500 training samples. Some machine translation approaches and other
supervised methods that perform pairwise ranking like DNorm, also require a large
amount of training data but compared to DL methods they need a large number of
entity mention-label pairs and they do not consider different classes.

2.5.3 Number of parameters to tune

The number of hyper-parameters that each approach needs to optimize, plays a sig-
nificant role in the simplicity or complexity of implementing a model for a specific
use case. It is obvious in our case, that deep neural network approaches have the
largest number of tunable parameters. Apart from the learning rate, the regularization
terms, there are a few other parameters like the dropout rate, the loss function and of
course a vast number of trainable weights which makes those kind of models quite
complex. Other supervised parameters, like DNorm or Logistic Regression, also need
to learn some weights during training but there are less hyper-parameters to tune apart
from that. Regarding the unsupervised approach, if we consider the cosine similarity
technique using pre-trained word embedding models, then there are no weights or pa-
rameters to tune at all. This makes those approaches quite easy and fast to implement.
Similarly, rule-based approaches do not have any learnable parameters, but sometimes
we need to create vectors like tf-idf of each term etc which makes those approaches a
bit more complicated to use that the unsupervised with pre-trained embeddings.

2.5.4 Summary

As a general conclusion from the above comparison, we can say that methods which
present the most promising performance are deep learning classification methods.
They take advantage of the semantic information captured by word embeddings and
using mostly Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM or GRU layers , they can predict
the correct concept label quite accurately. However, they require enormous amount
of labeled training data which is the case for every deep neural network. In [46] for
instance the accuracy that is demonstrated relies only on concept identifiers that have
5 or more training samples each. So if we take into account that the number of the
existing concepts in a knowledge base is huge (at least hundreds of disease symptoms
are present in UMLS for instance), then those techniques become too expensive if we
want to generalize beyond some very common ADRs that are mentioned quite often
in public forums and social media.

On the other hand, rule-based and unsupervised techniques do not need annotated data
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but they seem to perform poorly especially in cases of user-generated text mentions.
This means that we have to find a trade-off between performance and cost. On one
hand we have to take advantage of the remarkable performance that Neural networks
demonstrate but on the other hand we have to take into account some ways to reduce
the cost of requiring a very large number of training samples per class to achieve that.
In Table 2.1 demonstrated below, we provide a summary of comparison between the
different entity linking approaches.

High-Level
Approach

Low-Level
Approach

Accuracy
TwitterADR

Accuracy
AskAPatient Annotation cost Parameters

to optimize

rule-based TF-IDF
BM25

0.22-0.23 0.55 No none

DL classification
GRU

LSTM
CNN

0.38-0.46 0.79-0.85 Yes many

Machine
Translation phrase-based MT 0.31-0.33 0.71-0.72 Yes many

Rest of Supervised DNorm
Logistic Regression

0.3-0.35 0.73-0.77 Yes few

Unsupervised cosine similarity 0.23 0.55 No none

Table 2.1: Medical Entity Normalization (Linking) approach comparison summary
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2.6 Limitations of the state of the art techniques

In the previous section we concluded that the state of the art approach for normalizing
medical concept entities in user-generated text, is deep-learning classification using
word embedding vectors as input features. In this section, we will try to further analyze
the aforementioned limitations of those approaches, which we will try to fill with our
research described in the following chapters.

2.6.1 Limitations

Despite their high performance demonstrated in different datasets of user-generated
text, we have already mentioned that is a quite expensive approach in terms of the
amount of annotated data that it needs. In fact, it is the nature of the medical concept
normalization problem that introduces those limitations to this approach. There are
two main dimensions of the problem that pose this.

First of all, some medical concepts for instance some ADRs or symptoms, are way
more common than others is social media of public forum posts. It is common to
find many different expressions referring to ’Headache’ or ’Stomach Pain’ caused by
a drug use, rather than ’sleepwalking’. As a result, there is a high class imbalance
issue between some common medical concepts that usually show up in social media
and some others that are quite rare. To demonstrate this, we have added a pie chart
from the SMM4H 2017 Twitter dataset shown in Figure 2.5, where we can clearly see
that more than 40 % of the medical concepts present in this dataset (507) have just one
training sample.

Figure 2.5: Available training samples per concept in SMM4H 2017 Twitter Dataset

Deep neural networks in general, need a large number of training samples in order
to demonstrate a remarkable performance. Otherwise, they have a tendency to overfit.
Current deep neural network approaches, handle all medical concepts in the same way,
as they consider each one of them as a separate class. So our hypothesis, is that RNNs
and CNNs demonstrate a good performance, because they are able to successfully nor-
malize some common adrs in nature which compose a significant part of most datasets.
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However, it is worth analyzing their accuracy across all different concepts that they are
trained to predict. In Figure 2.6 below, we have reproduced the state of the art RNN
as presented in [26], to visualize the performance of this model as a function of the
available training samples that each concept (class) has.

Figure 2.6: RNN with single GRU layer performance as a function of the available
training samples

The second problem that we have to consider, is that there is not a fixed number of
medical concepts that are available and between which we have to select. Depending
on the KB, there are thousands of symptoms or ADRs stored and it is possible that
during test time, we will have to normalize a concept that was never seen before as it
does not belong to one of the known medical concepts present in our retrieved training
data. This is an extension of the first problem we mentioned in the previous paragraph
, however it makes the successful normalization of those concepts impossible with a
supervised approach that is trained on a specific training set only.

To summarize,the above means that deep neural networks are quite good in demon-
strating a remarkable performance in some small datasets of user-generated text, but
in real-world the nature of the problem is totally different. Our research, should focus
on a less sensitive to the presence of training data approach, while at the same time
it will be able to demonstrate a competitive performance in some common medical
concepts, where the variation of the available data allows us to use complex super-
vised models to learn useful features from them. Our proposed approach as well as its
evaluation are extensively presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

A Novel Few-Shot Learning
Approach for ADR Normalization

The goal of this chapter is to provide the reader with a general overview of our selected
approach for normalizing medical concepts in user-generated text. Our approach aims
to fill in the gaps and limitations identified in the current state of the art techniques, as
presented in the previous chapter of this document. In the following subsections we
analyze our reasoning and motivation behind the selected approach, a high-level de-
scription of our model as well as a more low-level description of the model parameters,
selected during our implementation phase.

3.1 Discussion of current Approaches

As mentioned in the previous chapter there are two main limitations when handling
the medical concept normalization problem as a standard deep learning classification
task.

• many concepts have limited and insufficient training examples available

• some previously unseen concepts may appear at test time

Based on the above, it becomes obvious that we have to find an alternative way of
predicting concepts when we have insufficient or even zero training samples. In the
medical domain, getting more annotated data for those rare concepts would be ex-
tremely expensive and time consuming. On the other hand, creating synthetic samples
would seem like a reasonable solution to boost the performance of the state of the art
neural networks. However, the number of classes that would need a significant number
of synthetic training samples is so large that it could lead to a training data set, where
the percentage of the actual user-generated examples would be a minority. Then how
can we predict a class (medical concept) for which we have 1 or maybe 2 representa-
tives? In machine learning, this is a typical few-shot learning problem case. Few-shot
learning [47], refers to machine learning algorithms that are able to perform a predic-
tion using only few ’shots’ from each class, contrary to normal practise of using a large
variety of training data in deep learning or other ML models. In the following section,
a more extensive analysis of few-shot learning algorithms and how they are used is
presented.
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3.2 FSL Background

Few-shot learning (FSL) approaches are widely used in the computer vision domain
for image classification, image retrieval or image tracking. A typical example of FSL
is handwritten character recognition, where the computer classifies handwritten char-
acters based on their similarity with a few given examples of those characters. FSL is
usually used when there is a need to reduce the extra data gathering effort or when we
need a model to learn from rare cases with limited annotated data. It can focus either
on data augmentation techniques on an existing traditional ML approach or on differ-
ent models which are capable of learning from few ’shots’ (examples). An overview
of the different families of models used in few-shot learning, as categorized in [47],
are demonstrated below:

• Multi-task Learning methods: Those methods take advantage of the similarity
between different tasks to transfer parameters of a model, which is trained on
one task, to another similar task with fewer training data.

• Embedding Learning methods: Embedding learning methods, embed the input
sample into a smaller embedding space where similar from dissimilar objects
can be easily identified. It is quite common approach in literature and is mainly
used for classification tasks. There are three key components for an embedding
learning approach: The embedding function f (.) , which embeds the samples
of the support set (training set) to a different space, the embedding function g(.)
which embeds the unseen test samples to the same space as the training data and
finally the similarity measure s(.) to compare the embeddings of the training and
test samples.

• Learning with External memory: Neural Turing Machines [13] and memory net-
works are typical examples of Learning with external memory approaches. In
these approaches when a new task is given, instead of training our model again
which is costly,they directly memorize needed knowledge in external memory.
Then similarly to the embedding learning case, a new unseen sample is embed-
ded using an embedding function f and then it is compared with each embedded
object stored in the external memory.

• Generative Modeling methods: This family of FSL methods use the available
prior knowledge to learn a probability distribution. Then the learned generative
models can generate artificial samples as an augmentation technique. Typical
examples of Generative models are the Variational Autoencoders (VAE) and
GANs.

In Natural Language Processing and specifically in text classification, there is no ex-
tensive research available in few-shot learning approaches, compared to computer
vision. However recent developments in distributional semantics [33, 37, 3], have
demonstrated a very useful unsupervised approach to represent terms as vectors in a
semantic space (word embeddings).

As our FSL approach, as well as the current state of the art approaches in medical con-
cept normalization, are based on the vector representation of words we will provide the
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reader with an overview of the basic algorithms we use to create those embeddings.
The first word embedding algorithm named word2vec [33], is based on a simple neural
network architecture with a single hidden layer , which is trained on a large corpus of
unlabeled text. Word2vec receives the context of a word as input and predicts a target
word. As it is not possible to feed a word as a string into a deep neural network, the
input words are fed as one-hot vectors , whose length is equal to the number of the
unique words in the training corpus, and which are filled with zeros except at the index
that represents the word we want to represent, which has a value of 1. The output of
the network is a softmax activation function which returns a probability for each one
of the target words that are present in the vocabulary. The network is trained to predict
the correct target words for each input text and finally the weights of the hidden layer
are the word embeddings for each one of the one-hot encoded words. In other words,

Figure 3.1: word2vec Algorithm

after the network is trained the hidden layer acts like a look-up table for the embed-
dings of each word as demonstrated in Figure 3.2. Technically, word2vec is motivated
to learn similar vectors (embeddings) for words with similar context, which makes it
capable of capturing semantic and syntactic properties of the different words no matter
what their degree of string similarity is.

Figure 3.2: Word2vec Hidden Layer

The above research has inspired the most representative attempts of FSL in this field,
which try to take advantage of those term representations in order to create an inter-
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mediate fixed-size vector representation on the phrase/sentence level which is able to
capture its semantics. Word embeddings are capable of producing high quality vector
representations on the word level, however those approaches aim to use those repre-
sentations in order to represent multiple length phrases with a fixed size vector too, in
such a way that the semantics of the whole phrase are preserved. Then using a simi-
larity metric or a classifier on top of those representations, they classify the unknown
samples based on the prior knowledge they have from the support set. In short, we can
categorise the current approaches on few-shot text classification as follows:

• Siamese Neural Networks: Siamese Neural networks are deep learning archi-
tectures trained with pairs of similar or dissimilar text. The multi-token input
phrases are usually embedded using a pre-trained word embedding model and
then the siamese network is trained to output fixed-size vectors for each phrase
of the input pair [48]. Then network is trained to minimize the Manhattan dis-
tance between those fixed size output vectors.

• Encoder networks: Encoders are also neural networks architectures used to ex-
tract useful features and create a fixed size vector representation for different
length input sequences. The difference between siamese NN and encoders is
that encoders are not trained in pairs of similar or dissimilar text. The input
phrase is transformed to a fixed dimensional embedding space which is then
followed by a classifier [49].

• Individual Token embedding aggregations to a fixed size vector: Instead of using
neural networks to produce fixed size representations, some approaches take a
more simple approach to achieve that. Especially when the size of the text is not
large, averaging, adding or performing some sort of hierarchical pooling of the
different token embeddings of a phrase , are capable of creating a meaningful
fixed-size representations of a multi token input text, in case the length of the
text is short enough. Then as a final step, this vector is either fed into a classifier
[36] or a simple distance metric between those vectors is used[2].

3.3 Introducing our approach

Our selected approach, taking into account similar research in the FSL domain and the
nature of our problem, is demonstrated in Figure 3.3 on a high level. Our approach is
more close to [2], in the sense that our embedding function g(.) for creating a vector
representation of the input phrases, is based on a simple aggregation of the individual
token vectors of each ADR. The token vectors are retrieved from a pre-trained word
embedding model. For multi-token ADR phrases, the pre-trained word embedding
model is used to embed each token into a d-dimensional vector. Then a simple ag-
gregation (i.e element-wise addition, average) of the multiple d-dimensional vectors
of each token will end up in a d-dimensional vector representing the whole phrase.
After the projection of every phrase from the train and test data into this d-dimensional
vector space, the normalization/classification of the test samples is done based on their
nearest neighbor from the training data. The exact function g(.) as well as the opti-
mal similarity metric s will be determined in the next section of this report. There are
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Figure 3.3: Approach Overview

three basic reasons that led us selecting this approach instead of a Siamese or Encoder
architecture:

1. It is a parameter free approach: Since we want to focus on improving the ac-
curacy of normalization in medical concepts that are rarely seen at test time, we
have to be very careful in order to to avoid overfitting. Using a Siamese neu-
ral network or any other complex supervised approach with a large number of
training parameters to tune, would be a risk. Especially in our case, where the
amount of annotated data is limited. On the other hand, SWEMs [40] (Sim-
ple Word Embedding Models) which perform simple pooling operations in the
different token embeddings and then feed them as input to simple linear mod-
els, have been proven to demonstrate comparable or even superior performance
compared to deep neural networks in several text classification tasks. [40].

2. ADR mentions are in their majority short pieces of text: In most cases, users
in social media tend to express their feelings using a few words. We will rarely
find a case where a patient describes and Adverse Drug Reaction in a whole sen-
tence. To demonstrate this, we have grouped the ADR mentions of the 3 largest
available user-generated datasets in figure 3.4, based on their number of tokens.
This fact plays an important role in our approach selection. In other few shot
learning problem cases, for instance in Question Answering problems, the cor-
responding phrases may be one or more sentences or even a whole paragraph. In
that case it would be impossible to create a meaningful fixed size representation
using simple pooling and aggregation techniques as the amount of noise would
be large. So in that case, the use of a more complex network architecture like a
Siamese CNN would be a more reasonable choice. In our case, as can be seen
from our data distribution the majority of ADR mentions are just a single or 2-3
tokens.
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Figure 3.4: Mention Length in different ADR datasets

3. The use of Siamese Neural Networks. As an initial attempt in our work, we tried
to handle the medical concept normalization problem as a ranking task using
Siamese Neural networks. This is a typical approach for entity linking in several
domains, where for each query (Twitter mention) a set of possible candidates is
retrieved (entities from KB) and then a ranking system like a Siamese neural net-
work is used to predict the highest similarity between the retrieved candidates
and the query. While experimenting with this approach we came across two
major problems. First of all, in our domain the candidate retrieval process was
very complicated and resulted in a very low recall. In most cases, the candidate
retrieval step is based on a set on rules related to the string similarity or term
matching level between a query and a candidate entity. However in the medical
domain, trying to retrieve candidates for user generated twitter mentions was a
very difficult task because of the large gap between informal Twitter language
and official medical terminology. Secondly, the training process of a siamese
neural network is not straightforward. As described earlier, Siamese neural net-
works are trained on pairs of similar and dissimilar text. The network output is a
probability that the text pair is semantically same or not. Therefore, we needed
pairs of similar and dissimilar ADRs to train our network with. As the neural
network tries to extract features from both parts of a text pair, the number of
trainable parameters of the network increases compared to simply classifying
one input ADR mention. This requires a large mount of training data to avoid
overfitting. Apart from that, creating pairs of positive (similar) as well as neg-
ative (dissimilar) text was not a trivial task given the format of our annotated
dataset. In order to create pairs of positive text, we needed to connect ADR
phrases that were annotated to the same concept (class). However this did not
always result in text pairs that were appropriate training samples for our neural
network. For instance, the phrase ’awake for 30 hours’ and the phrase ’like a
zombie all night’ both refer to ’Insomnia’ but they are not very similar phrases
semantically. Creating pairs of negative text was also difficult as some classes,
like ’Hunger’ and ’Increased Appetite’, were close to each other and therefore
some of their training examples did not have large semantic difference. Based
on the above, as well as the fact that it was difficult to determine the optimal ar-
chitecture of the siamese network for our case, we decided to abandon the above
technique.
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On a theoretical level, our basic hypothesis is to test whether creating fixed-size
vector representations of ADRs from the training and test data is a valuable feature
in order to normalize the unlabeled ADR mentions, based only on their vector sim-
ilarities. In that case, we are expecting that a few-shot learning approach can take
advantage of its simplicity and demonstrate a better performance in medical concepts
where training data is limited. As we mentioned before, this is a significant percentage
of the data in a real world scenario. Hence , we would expect that the overall perfor-
mance also improves. Our second hypothesis, is that prior knowledge from a medical
Knowledge base can be a valuable source of data for representing medical concepts
that are previously not present in the training data. In every Knowledge base related
to the biomedical domain like UMLS or MEDDRA for instance, each entity is assigned
with one or more definitions and terms describing that entity. So even if we have no
training samples for a medical concept, we could use all different synonymous terms
associated with this concept as its representatives, or even enrich the representatives of
a concept that has limited user-generated training data. It is important to mention here
that prior knowledge could also be used as additional training data to a neural network
model, however this choice includes a serious risk. The official medical terminology
in knowledge base terms, is not representative in many cases of the user-generated text
that the model will have to classify at test time. This can lead us to train a model for
a task that is quite different at test time compared to the training process. Using prior
knowledge to the aforementioned FSL technique also adds some amount of noise of
course, but since no training process is required we expect the impact to be minimum.
Finally, compared to the state of the art neural networks, we are assuming that a FSL
approach will be less competitive as the number of the available training samples in-
creases. However, it remains to be seen to what extend this will happen and if our
novel FSL approach is an overall best solution, if it is an alternative which can be used
in a combination with the current state-of the art deep learning approaches, or if the
deep neural network alone still achieves a better performance in all the aforementioned
subregions of the problem.

3.4 Implementation

After introducing our approach on a high level as well as our motivation behind it, we
now need to fine-tune our model parameters. The main parameters we need to select,
as demonstrated in Figure 3.3 of this report, are the embedding function g(.) as well as
the similarity measure s between the embedded vectors of the ADRs. For the similar-
ity measure, since we measure distance between two embedded text vectors, we have
two main choices. Either cosine similarity or Word Mover’s Distance [20].

Cosine similarity is the most common similarity measure between word vector rep-
resentations. It calculates the cosine of the angle between the two vectors A and B.

cosineSimilarity = cos(θ) = AB
|A||B|

Since similar words or phrases have similar vectors, their cosine distance also indicates
semantic distance. It is preferred against simple Euclidean distance which is related
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to the vectors’ magnitude, as it is common [29] that the word embedding vector mag-
nitude is highly correlated with the number of occurrences of one word in the corpus.
Since two words/phrases may have the same semantics but one may appear more often
that the other (in the corpus used to train the embedding model), the angle between
the vectors is a more appropriate metric than the magnitude. In addition, in higher
dimensions the cosine similarity range is still between -1 and 1, while the Euclidean
distance between the vectors is usually very large.

On the other hand, another popular metric to measure similarity between phrases is
Word Mover’s Distance. The WMD calculates the dissimilarity between two phrases
as the minimum amount of distance that the embedded words of the first phrase need
to travel in order reach the embedded words of the second phrase. This approach is
quite straightforward and requires no extra learning parameters. A simple example of
the WMD between two sentences is demonstrated in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the WMD approach for phrase similarity

Based on the above, our embedding function g(.), heavily relies on the distance
metric that we will use. If we use WMD, then the embedding function to use is
straightforward. We only need to select a word embedding model to transform all
tokens of our ADRs to vectors and then the WMD between the two ADR phrases can
be calculated. If however we use cosine distance, then we have to create a fixed size
vector representation of our multi-token ADR text mentions. Word embedding models
will give us a vector representation for each individual token, so we need to find the
optimal way of aggregating those individual embeddings. Based on [40], we will try
four different aggregation techniques for creating a fixed size vector representation of
each ADR, in order to compare each of the created vectors using cosine similarity.

Summarizing, we will try to find the optimal version of our Few-shot learning ap-
proach, experimenting between the following 4 set-ups.

• element-wise addition of individual token vectors + cosine similarity: In this set-
up , we add the individual token vector representations of an ADR to get a fixed
size vector representation. Finally, the most similar ADR to a new unlabeled
sample is measured with the cosine similarity between the rest of the labeled
vectors.
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• average of individual token vectors + cosine similarity: Similarly to the above
set-up, we now try to average the individual token vectors to create a fixed-size
vector representation

• weighted average of individual token vectors + cosine similarity: In order to
give larger weights to words that are more important than others we calculate
the weighted average of the token embeddings. The weights are determined by
the tf-idf value of each token in the training data.

• element-wise max pooling of individual token vectors + cosine similarity: This
set-up takes the maximum value along each dimension of the individual token
vectors

• embedding individual tokens + WMD: As mentioned above, in this set-up we do
not need to aggregate word embeddings into a fixed size vector.We only need to
find the minimum amount of Euclidean distance that the embedded words of the
each ADR phrase need to travel to reach the embedded words of another ADR
phrase.

In order to determine the most effective variation of our FSL approach we performed
the following experiment on the SMM4H 2019 Twitter training dataset. The dataset
consists of 1212 ADR text mentions from Twitter, normalized to 319 medical codes
from MEDDRA Knowledge-base. More information about this dataset can be found in
section 4.2

1. We randomly split the SMM4H 2019 dataset into training set and devel-
opment set (90-10 split).

2. We converted all ADR mentions to lowercase.

3. We removed non alphanumeric characters like (#,! etc)

4. We removed all stopwords from ADRs

5. We created a vector representation of all ADRs in the training data using
one of the 5 different aforementioned techniques

6. We created a vector representation of each ’unlabeled’ ADR in the de-
velopment set.

7. Classified the unlabeled ADR based on its closest vector from the training
data, using cosine distance or WMD.

8. Evaluated each one of our models based on classification Accuracy: how
many correctly normalized ADR mentions were achieved as a percentage
of the total development set.

In this experiment we used a pre-trained 300 dimensional word embedding model,
trained on a Google news corpus of 100 billion words with word2vec algorithm [33].
It contains word vectors for more than 3 million English words and to our knowledge it
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is the largest publicly available pre-trained word embedding model. For the stopword
removal step, we used the NLTK Python library, which includes a list of common used
stopwords in English language. As we can see, the accuracy of the different aggrega-

Figure 3.6: Accuracy of different versions of our FSL approach in SMM4H 2019
development set.

tion techniques demonstrated in Figure 3.6, is higher when we add up the individual
word embedding vectors and then use the cosine distance to compare them. Averaging
word vectors also achieves similar performance, while the worst performing aggrega-
tion technique is the weighted-average of the word vectors.However, all approaches
are relatively close.

Taking into account that adding the individual word embeddings of an ADR results
in the most effective vector representation for the whole phrase, we also wanted to test
how different word embedding models can affect our FSL performance. As already
discussed in previous sections, word embeddings are created using a large corpus of
unlabeled text, where each word’s context plays the most important role in its repre-
sentation. Since we have to do with user generated text, and more specifically with
Twitter, it would be worth trying to create the embedding vectors of each word based
on Twitter corpus as the informal/slang nature of social-media language can affect the
meaning of some words and generate representations for domain specific words that
are not present in more formal articles from Google News. For this reason we experi-
mented with two different models trained on Twitter corpus. One is trained with GloVe
algorithm [37] on 2 billion Tweets and contains 1.2 million word embeddings and the
other one is trained with word2vec on 400 million tweets containing a vocabulary of
approximately 3 million words [12]. To compare the different models we used our best
performing aggregation technique, which is adding the individual token embeddings.

As can be seen from Table 3.1, the general corpus model trained on Gnews achieves
a superior performance compared to both domain specific models trained on Twitter
corpus. However, it is worth mentioning that Twitter models have fewer out of vocab-
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Corpus Algorithm Dimensions OOV Accuracy
Google News word2vec 300 102 0.597

Twitter word2vec 400 49 0.589
Twitter Glove 200 68 0.586

Table 3.1: Different word embedding models performance in SMM4H 2019 dev. set

ulary (OOV) words , compared to the general domain model which is expected.

To conclude, based on the results of the above experiments our best performing pa-
rameters for the Few-shot Learning approach are the following:

• embedding function g(.): As an embedding function of the ADR phrases in the
training set and the test set, we use the addition of the individual word embed-
dings of the Adverse Drug reaction. The word embedding model is pre-trained
on a corpus of 100 billion words from Google news, using word2vec algorithm.

• similarity s: As a similarity measure we are using the cosine similarity between
the embedded ADR vectors.

Figure 3.7: FSL Approach Low-Level Overview.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation

In this chapter we will perform an extensive experimental evaluation of our proposed
approach on real world data from Twitter. In the first subsection we will briefly present
the main hypothesis on which our FSL system is based and then we will perform
a set of experiments comparing the proposed FSL technique to the state of the art
methods from relevant research. Based on this evaluation we will accept or reject each
one of our aforementioned hypothesis and conclude on the feasibility of our few shot
learning technique in the medical concept normalization domain. Furthermore, we will
demonstrate the results of a qualitative analysis, as well as some additional quantitative
findings that will help us identify in more detail the strengths and the limitations of the
proposed approach.

4.1 Approach Hypothesis

The main research question that we will try to address in this chapter is ’How effective
is our proposed approach compared to the current state of the art techniques’ as
posed in the Introduction section of this document. Our proposed few-shot learning
approach is based on the hypothesis that it will be able to normalize medical concepts
without the need of extensive amount of training samples per class as opposed to the
state of the art deep learning models. Therefore in order to argue on the effectiveness
of our proposed model we will need to confirm or reject the following hypothesis on
which our work is based on:

H1: Our Few-Shot Learning Approach will perform better than the state of the art
in normalizing medical concepts with limited training samples. The state of the
art Neural Networks will outperform the few-shot learning approach on classes
(concept) with a large availability of training samples.

H2: We can combine the proposed FSL approach with the current SOTA deep neural
networks to achieve a more robust performance among the different imbalanced
classes.

H3: Prior knowledge from a medical ontology can be used as an alternative source
of data to normalize medical concepts when no training data is available.
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In the following subsections we will try to confirm or reject the aforementioned hy-
pothesis in order to give a complete answer to our posed research question. Before
presenting our experiments, we first provide the reader with a general description of
the datasets used for evaluation.

4.2 Dataset Description

As mentioned in the Related Work section , we will evaluate our approach on the
largest available Twitter dataset to our knowledge. Twitter SMM4H 2017 was pub-
lished as part of the Social Media Mining for Health workshop in 2017. Unfortunately
, the annotation data was only released for the training set and the development set.
The annotations for the test set were not released in public. For this reason , we use the
annotated part of the data for our experiments. The development set and train set were
originally concatenated and then split into 5 equal folds. However , out of the approx-
imately 9500 mentions only 3629 ADR mentions were unique. Those mentions were
mapped to 507 medical concepts from the MEDDRA Knowledge-Base. An example of
the dataset is demonstrated below. Each MEDDRA code corresponds to a medical term
from the KB vocabulary. For instance, 10020765 is mapped to term ’Hypersomnia’,
while 10061428 is mapped to ’Decreased Appetite’.

ADR mention MEDDRA Code
sleep for 15+ hours 10020765
didn’t eat a thing 10061428

withdrawals 10048010

Table 4.1: SMM4H 2017 dataset example

As there was a very high percentage of overlap between the training and test folds, we
decided to remove all duplicates in order to avoid over optimistic estimations of our
performance. After the duplicate removal, from the validation (development) and test
set folds, the final test sets consisted of approximately 400 ADR mentions for testing
and 3200 mentions for training in each one of the 5 different folds.

In addition to evaluating our approach on the aforementioned dataset, we formed a
team which took part in the 2019 SMM4H Workshop shared task 3, part of the ACL
2019 conference [7]. More information about Task 3 of this workshop, entitled ’Nor-
malization of ADR mentions in social media’, will be included in the corresponding
section. The given training data for this task consisted of just 1212 unique Twitter
ADR mentions mapped to 319 MEDDRA codes. This dataset was randomly split into
90 % of the data used for training and 10% of the remaining data used as development
set to tune the hyperparameters of our model and tune the parameters of the SOTA
techniques we used for comparison. The test data for this task consisted of 100 Tweet
IDs which contained approximately 500 ADR mentions.
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Dataset # ADR mentions # MEDDRA Codes
SMM4H 2017 3629 507
SMM4H 2019 1212 319

Table 4.2: Summary of Datasets used in the experimental procedure

4.3 Hypothesis 1 Testing: Evaluating FSL Performance

Having already selected the optimal parameters for our few- shot learning approach,
we are evaluating it on real world data in order to test if our hypothesis is true. The
effectiveness of our few-shot Learning approach was tested against the current state of
the art deep learning techniques in SMM4H 2017 Twitter dataset , as well as against
other researchers that participated in the 4th Social Media Mining for Health 2019
Workshop (SMM4H2019), part of the ACL conference for computational linguistics.

4.3.1 Reproducing the State of the Art

In order to enable a direct comparison of our FSL approach, we reproduced two state
of the art neural networks. The first one is a Convolutional Neural Network and the
second is a Recurrent Neural Network with a single GRU layer. Those two models,
published in [26], demonstrated superior performance compared to all other rule-based
or ML based techniques and besides that the authors made their implementation de-
tails public to the research community in order to ensure the accurate reproducibility of
their approach. The CNN is composed of a single convolutional and a pooling layer as
demonstrated in Figure 4.1. The input ADR text mention is represented as a sequence
of d-dimensional word embeddings, where each vector is derived from a pretrained
word embedding model. Then a convolution operation is applied to the representation
of the input ADR , using a filter w with a window of h words. The output of the con-
volution layer forms a fully connected layer, which is then passed through a softmax
classifier for multi-class classification.

Similar to the CNN, the RNN model ( Figure 4.2) deploys a GRU recurrent layer
in order to better capture the sequential nature of the text. The output of this Recurrent
layer is passed as input to a softmax layer for the classification task.

Figure 4.1: State of the art CNN architec-
ture

Figure 4.2: State of the art RNN architec-
ture
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4.3.2 Evaluating FSL Approach on the Fourth Social Media Mining for
Health (SMM4H) Shared Task at ACL 2019

Our team entitled MYTOMORROWS-TU DELFT participated in subtask 3 of the 2019
Social Media Mining for Health Applications (SMM4H) [7] workshop, which is an
end-to-end task. The goal of this task is, given a tweet, to 1) automatically classify
tweets containing an adverse drug reaction mention; 2) extract the exact ADR men-
tion; 3) normalize the extracted ADR to its corresponding Medical Dictionary for Reg-
ulatory Activities (MEDDRA) code.

Since the topic of this thesis is the normalization of already extracted ADR mentions
from social media, our contributions focus on the normalization step and linking ADRs
to their corresponding MEDDRA code. However, to be able to perform an end-to-end
evaluation, we used existing state-of-the art techniques for subtask 1 [38] and 2 [4],
which we trained on the workshop dataset. Since the task was end-to-end and the exact
spans of each ADR entity were not provided, the evaluation was based on strict and
relaxed F-score, precision and recall. Of course the nature of the task did not allow
us to perform direct comparison between our normalization approach and the other
participating normalization systems, however we were able to keep the first two steps
identical, and then evaluate our approach against the state of the art NN on the normal-
ization step only.

For each subtask of this shared task, the participants were provided with an appro-
priate training set. For more information please refer to [7]. For the normalization
subtask, all participants were provided with a dataset of 1212 ADR twitter mentions
which were mapped to 319 MEDDRA codes as mentioned in the previous section. At
test time, all teams were provided with approximately 1000 Tweets, half of which con-
tained an ADR mention.

For evaluating our approach we initially split our given training data to a training and
a development set randomly as mentioned in earlier sections.The results of our best
performing FSL approach against the state of the art RNN and CNN can be seen in
Table 4.3.1 As can be seen the best performing Few Shot Learning approach seems

Approach Dev. Set Accuracy
FSL 0.597
RNN 0.571
CNN 0.5

Table 4.3: Development Set performance of FSL and SOT techniques

to perform better in general than the state-of the art approaches in our development
set. However, we have to take into account that there is a high risk that this result is
overoptimistic. First of all because, we used the development set to optimize the pa-
rameters of the few-shot learning approach and secondly because the development data
samples are limited. However, it is worth analyzing this performance to get an insight

1The RNN and CNN results are the average of 5 different runs on the training data.
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about the effectiveness of the few-shot learning model in predicting rare concepts. For
this reason, we plotted the performance of the RNN, which performed much better
than the CNN in this context, and our approach as a function of the available training
samples that each medical concept has in the training data. As demonstrated in Figure

Figure 4.3: Accuracy per Available training samples. RNN vs FSL

4.3, our initial hypothesis that a simple few shot learning approach with few learnable
parameters would perform better when the available training samples for a concept are
limited, is confirmed in that case. On the other hand, as the training samples per con-
cept increase the RNN seems to take advantage as it can extract more useful features
than just the cosine distance of a vector representation. Of course the difference in this
case seems marginal. As we mentioned earlier those results can be a bit misleading,
so evaluating those two best performing approaches on the test data will indicate if
those results can generalize in new unseen data. Since the task was end to end, and
we needed to extract the correct ADR spans before normalizing, we run the first two
subtasks using the state of the art methods once, and used their output to normalize
the extracted ADRs with the FSL approach and the RNN neural network. The average
relaxed and strict F score of our two systems, are demonstrated in Table 4.4. As can be
seen, despite the fact that we can not calculate the exact accuracy of the normalization
subtask, the total performance of our FSL system is still better than the same system
(we ony run steps 1 and 2 once and used the results for FSL and RNN) which uses the
RNN for normalization. Apart from that, our approach seems to be above the average
of the other systems that participated in this task, as we ranked second among the 4
teams that participated.
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Approach Strict F score Relaxed F score
FSL 0.244 0.345
RNN 0.239 0.327

Task Average 0.211 0.297

Table 4.4: SMM4H subTask 3 results

4.3.3 Evaluating FSL in SMM4H 2017 dataset

The evaluation of our approach in the previous section, showed promising results in the
feasibility of the few-shot learning methods in the medical concept normalization do-
main. However, we wanted to evaluate our approach on a much larger dataset, where
the number of available training samples would be large enough for more medical
concepts and we would also be able to further analyze our results on the test set as the
labels are known. In this context , the deep neural network approaches should be able
to take advantage of it and demonstrate a better performance, based on our hypothesis.
The SMM4H 2017 dataset, being the largest Twitter dataset available for medical con-
cept normalization, consists of 3629 unique ADR mentions mapped to 507 MEDDRA

codes.

In our 5-fold cross validation method we made sure that there was no overlap be-
tween the training set and the corresponding development and test set (as mentioned
in the Dataset Description section). We evaluated our few-shot learning model by av-
eraging the results from each fold. In order to determine the performance of the state
of the art RNN and CNN on each fold, we averaged their performance on five different
runs. The reason is that the random initialization of weights, slightly changed the final
accuracy of the model in every run. In Table 4.5 we are presenting the most important
hyperparameters of the two Neural Network models which were tuned in the develop-
ment set folds of this dataset. In Table 4.6 the results of our 5-fold cross validation

Hyper Parameters RNN CNN
Learning Rate 0.01 0.01

Epochs 20 40
Batch size 50 50

Table 4.5: NN Hyperparameters

Approach SMM4H 2017 Test. Set Accuracy
CNN 0.42
RNN 0.561
FSL 0.565

Table 4.6: FSL and SOT 5 fold cross validation accuracy

demonstrate that there is no significant difference in the performance of our few-shot
learning approach compared to the best performing RNN, contrary to the workshop
results presented in the previous section. We can assume, that the larger size of the
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dataset gave a boost to the performance of the neural network, compared to the one
we used for training our model in the SMM4H 2019 shared Task. When analyzing

Figure 4.4: Accuracy per Available training samples. RNN vs FSL

the accuracy of the two best performing models as a function of the available training
samples however, we can draw two basic conclusions similar to those of our initial
experiment. First of all, our few-shot learning approach clearly outperforms the Re-
current Neural Network when the number of training samples is limited (less than 5),
despite the fact that the overall performance of the two approaches is close. Secondly,
as the number of the available training samples per concept increases, the RNN is con-
stantly improving its accuracy, leading to a significantly better performance when we
have more than 20 training samples per medical concept. The larger availability of
training samples is also boosting the performance of the FSL but it is clear that the
RNN can extract more complex and useful features in that case, than the simple cosine
distance between the ADR vectors used by the FSL.

4.4 Hypothesis 2 Testing: Evaluating FSL in ensemble
set-up

The results of our previous experiments proved that there is no one-size fits all solu-
tion to our problem. We can use a simple few-shot learning approach when we want a
better performance in more rare medical concepts, but on the other hand if we want to
be able to normalize the most usual Adverse Events that are present in user-generated
text then probably using a deep learning model would demonstrate remarkable per-
formance. Therefore, testing our initial hypothesis, that the proposed FSL model can
effectively be used in an ensemble set up with the SOTA neural networks is of sig-
nificant importance. In other words, this means that we have to examine if there is an
effective way of discriminating at test time an ADR mention that belongs to a common
concepts with many training samples,from a rare adverse event . In the following sub-
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sections we will describe our selected ensemble model and evaluate its performance
compared to its two main components.

4.4.1 Selecting the optimal ensemble set-up

The basic requirement for our ensemble approach is to be able to determine with a high
confidence whether an unlabeled sample should be classified with the RNN approach
or with the Few-shot Learning approach. A quite straightforward way to do that is to
generate a prediction from both models and then trust the most confident one. The
level of confidence for the FSL approach can be determined by the cosine similarity of
the sample’s nearest neighbor and the confidence of the neural network model can be
determined by the returned probability of the predicted label.

Another variation of this approach would be to train the Neural Network, only for
predicting those classes for which the training data is sufficient. Then, assuming again
that the returned probability reflects the level of confidence of the model, we can reject
predictions lower than a probability threshold and consider them unknown. In that
case, we would use the FSL approach. This alternative seems to be more promising
for one reason. We would reduce the number of predicted classes among which the
NN has to classify the unknown ADR mentions, that could possibly lead to further
improvement of the classification accuracy in the well-known/ common concepts.

However, there seems to be a serious drawback in those two choices. Considering
the softmax output probability of a neural network as a measure of confidence does
not seem to be a valid hypothesis. As relevant research indicates [44, 10] deep neural
networks can potentially produce high confidence outputs even when they are classi-
fying totally unrecognizable input samples. To test that we performed the following
experiment. We trained our state of the art RNN only with those medical concepts that
have more than 5 training samples available. After training our model for 20 epochs,
we made a prediction for each sample in the development set and visualized the output
probability. Then we grouped the results based on the concept they belonged to (if
it was rare or common) and based on the prediction validity (correctly classified or
erroneously classified). As we can see from the results in the table above, the returned

No. of training samples overall mean wrongly predicted correctly predicted
<5 0.79 0.79 0

5 to 9 0.73 0.56 0.84
10 to 19 0.84 0.732 0.91
20to39 0.67 0.46 0.79

40+ 0.887 0.7 0.95

Table 4.7: RNN returned probability on SMM4H2017 development sets

probability of the model is high even when it is predicting a previously unseen class.
The average softmax output probability for those cases is 0.79 indicating a relatively
high confidence of the model for those cases. In general, the correctly predicted con-
cepts have higher softmax probability outputs but the gap is marginal. So setting a
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threshold in the softmax output for recognizing commonly seen concepts from the rest
is indeed a risk as relevant research indicates.

As an alternative, we can consider the prediction output of the few-shot learning ap-
proach as a confidence indicator. Our few-shot learning approach, is in fact a variation
of the 1-NN classifier, where cosine distance is used as a distance measurement. Near-
est Neighbor classifier, because of its nature, suffers from skewed class distributions.
This means that, if a concept is very common in the training data, it will tend to domi-
nate the labeling of the new samples increasing the number of False Positives in those
common classes. In our case however, this nearest neighbor based approach still per-
forms much better than a neural network does in rare concepts. In that sense, we expect
that in rare concepts (the ones we are interested in), the FSL approach will have a rel-
atively average recall but will achieve a high level of precision. In other words, our
assumption is that if we trust our FSL approach only when predicting a concept with
limited training examples (and in any other case use the RNN model) we will manage
to achieve a better overall performance, as it is less likely that the FSL produces too
many false positives in those Rare classes. In addition we will potentially increase
the accuracy of the Recurrent neural network too, as we will significantly decrease the
number of predicted classes.

4.4.2 Evaluating the FSL-RNN ensemble

An overview of the ensemble approach, as described in the previous section can be
seen in the Figure 4.5 below. In our ensemble we use the FSL to find the most similar

Figure 4.5: Ensemble of RNN and FSL

known vector representation for the unlabeled input ADR mention and if the predicted
medical concept belongs to one of the Rare categories we assign this label directly. In
any other case, we trust the RNN prediction. The RNN, is only trained on medical
concepts that belong to the ’common’ category, as they have sufficient training sam-
ples. In that way, we aim to reduce the number of predicted classes and see if this can
give a boost to the performance on the rest.
The threshold between the rare and the common concepts was determined based on
the performance of the two approaches on the development set of each fold in or-
der to avoid overfitting on the test set. In all 5 cases, we concluded considering all
medical concepts with less than 5 available training samples as ’Rare’ and all the rest
were considered as common. After that discrimination, the remaining common classes
that we trained the RNN with, were reduced to 115 from 507, which is a remarkable
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Ensemble Hyperparameters Value
RNN Learning Rate 0.01

RNN Batch size 50
RNN Epochs 13

Training samples Threshold for Rare concepts 5

Table 4.8: Ensemble approach Performance against SOT and FSL

change. From Table 4.9 we can see that the performance of the ensemble approach

Approach SMM4H 2017 Test. Set Accuracy
RNN 0.561
FSL 0.565

Ensemble 0.591

Table 4.9: Ensemble approach Performance against SOT and FSL

is significantly higher than both the FSL approach and the SOT RNN. This approach
proves to be quite effective in discriminating concepts that should be classified with
the FSL approach from the ones that are quite common and are suitable for a deep
learning classification model. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 4.6, where the
performance of the ensemble approach among the different concepts in plotted. As
we can observe, the ensemble approach keeps the same level of effectiveness in the
rare medical concepts (the ones that have less than 5 training samples) and then man-
ages to achieve a performance comparable to the RNN accuracy on common concepts
with a large number of training examples. The above confirms our hypothesis that the

Figure 4.6: Accuracy per Available training samples. RNN vs Ensemble

number of false positives of the FSL is limited in rare medical concepts as the number
of representatives of those cases in the vector space is limited. Apart from that how-
ever, we analyzed the performance of the RNN in the ensemble approach to examine
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whether the reduction of classes among which a prediction is made actually improved
its performance in the remaining classes. The following Figure (4.7) is indicative. As

Figure 4.7: RNN vs RNN-Ensemble: Accuracy per available training sample

we can see, there is a small improvement in the performance of the RNN when we
reduce the number of classes, however this only happens in the middle bin where the
available samples are between 5 and 20. In the last bin, where we include all concepts
with 20 or more training samples the performance remains the same. This indicates
two things. First of all that the reduction of the available classes helps the neural net-
work improve its performance in cases of uncertainty, while its does not really affect
the performance of the network in cases where the large availability of training data
allows the network to predict those classes with high confidence.

4.5 Hypothesis 3 testing: Adding prior knowledge

In the previous sections we made all those experiments that would allow us to draw
useful conclusions about the feasibility of a few-shot learning approach in the field
of medical concept normalization. From our perspective, we proposed this approach
to fill in the lack of effectiveness that deep neural networks have in normalizing rare
Adverse Drug Reaction concepts.

In this subsection we will go a step further. As mentioned in the previous chapter
of this report, our hypothesis is that a few-shot learning approach like the one pro-
posed, would be useful for normalizing medical concepts that are not present at all in
the training data. To achieve that, we will use-prior knowledge from the KB in order
to create prototypes of the medical concepts for which we have no training data. Med-
ical Knowledge bases, like MEDDRA or UMLS associate each medical code with one
or more medical terms representing them. Despite the fact that those terms belong to
a standard medical vocabulary which is different than user-generated text, it can be
useful in cases when we have very few or limited number or representatives of this
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concept from user-generated TWITTER data.

However, the way to use prior knowledge from the Knowledge-Base is not straight-
forward. The largest medical knowledge base, UMLS, associates each concept unique
identifier (medical concept) with more than one synonyms of this term. For instance
the concept unique identifier ’C0020517’ is associated with the term ’Hypersensitiv-
ity’ but also with the synonymous terms ’allergic reaction’, ’allergy disorders’ etc.
MEDDRA KB which is the one used for the annotation of our current dataset, is a sub-
set of UMLS. Therefore, we there is a direct mapping between the MEDRRA codes in
our dataset and all those synonym terms associated with that code. Those synonyms
are belonging to different categories based on their identity. For instance ACR terms
include acronyms of a medical concept while CHV (consumer health vocabulary) in-
clude concepts that are mainly used by patients with non medical expertise to describe
a medical concept. In order to determine, which of those families is more effective to
use it as a concept representative for our FSL approach, we performed the following
experiment.

4.5.1 Selecting the correct vocabulary

We considered no training data available for this task in order to evaluate to what extent
prior knowledge can be used to normalize unseen ADR twitter mentions to MEDDRA

codes in our SMM4H 2017 development set folds. We considered three different vo-
cabularies of prior knowledge to find the optimal one for our task. Initially we only
considered the Preferred Term (PT) for every MEDDRA code, which is a common for-
mal medical term associated with a concept. As a second choice, we considered all the
corresponding CHV synonyms from the UMLS Knowledge Base, as consumer Health
Vocabulary has a higher chance of being more similar to user-generated text that we
are trying to normalize. Finally, we also tried to consider the whole corpus that is
available for a medical concept in UMLS without making any distinctions on the cate-
gory of synonyms it belongs to. The results of this experiment as well as a comparison
of the FSL approach when using the training data instead is presented in Table 4.10.
From the presented results, it is interesting to mention that CHV (consumer Health vo-

Vocabulary FSL Accuracy
PT+CHV 0.3

All synonyms 0.3
PT only 0.22

Twitter training data 0.48

Table 4.10: FSL Accuracy on SMM4H2017 Dev. Set with prior knowledge only. PT=
Using Preferred Terms only . PT+ CHV= Using PT and Consumer Health Vocabulary.
All synonyms=Using all terms associated with a UMLS code

cabulary) achieves the best which can be explained by the fact that it is closer in nature
to user-generated text mentions. On the other hand, even if we enrich CHV synonyms
with all other related terms for a medical concept it does not seem to further improve
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the performance. Probably the cases where the larger number of synonyms is helpful
is not more than the cases where those terms actually add noise to the FSL approach.

4.5.2 Adding prior knowledge to FSL approach

Taking into account the results of the above experiment, we mapped all the considered
medical concepts in our dataset (507 MEDDRA codes) to their corresponding Preferred
Terms (PT) and their CHV synonyms from UMLS. We used this prior knowledge as
additional training data apart from the TWITTER data that we were already using to
see how the FSL and ensemble approach performance is affected. The results of our
5-fold cross validation evaluation are demonstrated in Table 4.11 and 4.12.

Approach Accuracy
FSL 0.561

FSL+prior knowledge 0.5866

Table 4.11: FSL Performance difference with prior knowledge data

Approach SMM4H 2017 Test. Set Accuracy
RNN 0.561
FSL 0.565

Ensemble 0.591
Ensemble + prior knowledge 0.615

Table 4.12: Ensemble approach Performance with prior knowledge data

4.5.3 Robustness of FSL to random noise

In our previous experiment, the reported performance of the ensemble approach can be
considered overoptimistic. In a real case scenario, we do not know in advance which
medical concepts will show up at test time. This means that if we add prior knowledge
from concepts that are not present in the training set, we run the risk of adding random
noise to our FSL model as it is obvious that some of those medical concepts will never
be present at test time. In that sense, it is worth measuring to what extent our ensemble
model is affected by adding random noise from medical concepts that are not present at
test time. For this reason, apart from adding prior knowledge from the 507 MEDDRA

codes that exist in the SMM4H 2017 dataset, we considered another 500 MEDDRA

codes from the SIDER4 2 collection of Adverse Events. Having almost doubled the
considered medical concepts, we can see that the performance of the ensemble model
is reduced, however it remains higher that the accuracy of the model when we did not
use any sort of training data.

2http://sideeffects.embl.de/
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Approach SMM4H 2017 Test Set Accuracy
RNN 0.561
FSL 0.565

Ensemble 0.591
Ensemble(+prior knowledge) 0.615

Ensemble(+extended prior knowledge)* 0.607

Table 4.13: Ensemble approach Performance with prior knowledge data and random
noise

4.6 Qualitative analysis

In this section, we will perform a qualitative analysis of our Few Shot Learning ap-
proach performance on the SMM4H 2017 dataset. The purpose of the qualitative anal-
ysis is to get insights about ’where’ and ’why’ this approach fails or succeeds and
highlight all those underlying properties which are hard to digitize without losing any
meaning. The most significant findings of our qualitative analysis can be summarized
in the following experiments.

• Initially we tried to visualize ADR mentions that were correctly normalized to
their corresponding medical concepts in order to identify useful patterns about
the cases that our approach succeeds. As we mentioned in the introduction of
this report, traditional string matching techniques do not perform well in the
context of social media, as the use of language is totally different.

Unlabeled ADR Predicted Concept

’Pulled an all nighter’
10022437
Insomnia

’sweat like a thunder cloud’
10020642

Hyperhidrosis

’walking in fog’
10041349

Somnolence

’grind my teeth soooooooooo’
10006514
Bruxism

Table 4.14: ADR mentions with no string overlap with their labels (concepts)

As demonstrated in the examples of Table 4.14, at first glance it seems that
our approach is capable of normalizing medical concepts that have zero string
overlap with their corresponding medical concepts.

• However when we tried to explore the ’closest’ ADR vector representation (in
terms of cosine distance) from the training,which actually determines the label
of an unseen text mention, we came across various cases where the unseen ADR
text mentions of the test data, are almost identical or very similar to ADR men-
tions in the training set. Please note here, that we have removed all duplicates
between the training set and the test set of each fold, in order to reduce bias in
our performance estimation during the experiments. As you can see in Table
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4.15, there are several ADR phrases whose only difference is the word order
or one token which can be considered a stop-word or a non significant word in
terms of the semantic information it captures. It is obvious that in cases like
that, a simple term matching technique that would use the training data, could
possibly achieve a similar performance. However, it is also important to say that
users in social media tend to express themselves in very different and informal
ways, but they also tend to use similar expressions with each other.

Unlabeled ADR Predicted Concept Closest training data ADR

’13 hours of sleep’
10020765

Hypersomnia
’sleep for 15+ hours’

’never gonna go to sleep’
10022437
Insomnia

’never gonna sleep’

’grind my teeth soooooooooo’
10006514
Bruxism

’grind my teeth’

’food doesn’t look appetizing’
10061428

Decreased Appetite
’don’t eat’

’shuddering’
10044565

Tremor
’jolting’

’lack of nutrition’
10061428

Decreased Appetite
’lack of hunger’

Table 4.15: Examples of correctly normalized ADRs and their nearest neighbors from
the training set

Apart from identifying patterns which highlight the strengths of our FSL approach we
also performed some error analysis. We can clearly identify three different cases where
our approach seems to produce the majority of the incorrectly normalized ADRs.

• First of all, we can see many examples of ADRs that were not normalized to
their assigned medical concept, based on the annotator’s choice, however our
model selected semantically similar concepts in the classification procedure.
The phrase ’kills my sex drive’ for instance in Table 4.16, is normalized to the
medical concept ’Loss of Libido’ while the ground truth is ’Libido decreased’.
Despite the fact that they have almost the same meaning, those medical con-
cepts represent two different entities in MEDDRA KB. This indicates a possible
improvement direction in the future design of a medical concept normalization
system. Grouping semantically similar medical concepts in a KB would enable
a social media phrase to be normalized to more than one medical concepts, as
they represent the same Adverse Event. In other words, we should consider the
medical concept normalization problem as a multi-label classification task.
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ADR mention Predicted Concept Ground Truth

’had me hooked’
Drug dependence

(10013663)
Withdrawal syndrome

(10048010)

suppressingg the fuck out my hunger’
Hunger

(10020466)
Decreased appetite

(10061428)

’kills my sex drive’
Loss of libido
(10024870)

Libido decreased
(10024419)

’weird ass dreams’
Nightmare
(10029412)

Abnormal dreams
(10000125)

Table 4.16: Examples of incorrectly normalized ADRs

• Of course, not all our erroneously normalized medical concepts belong to this
category. It seems that our FSL model, by aggregating the individual word em-
beddings of an ADR phrase, fails in some cases to take into account significant
properties of textual data, like word order or negation. As you can see in Table
4.17 the text mention ’never going to lose weight’ is erroneously normalized
to Weight Increased because its closest neighbor in the vector space is ’lose so
much weight’.

Unlabeled ADR Predicted Concept Closest ADR from training data Ground Truth Concept

’1-2 hours of sleep’
Hypersomnia
(10020765)

’13 hours of sleep’
Insomnia

(10022437)

’never going to lose weight’
Weight decreased

(10047895)
’lose so much weight’

Weight increased
(10047899)

’high blood pressure’
Blood pressure decreased

(10005734)
’blood pressure low’

Hypertension
(10020772)

’never ate’
Increased Appetite

(10021654)
’ate’

Decreased Appetite
(10061428)

Table 4.17: Examples of incorrectly normalized ADRs

• Finally, some examples also indicated that adding a lexical normalization mod-
ule like presented in [8] for our considered ADR text mentions would help our
model avoid many Out of Vocabulary exceptions (OOV). When a token is mis-
spelled, our word embedding model does not recognize it, so it can not generate
any vector representation for it. This will make the normalization step impossi-
ble even if the ADR mention and the corresponding medical concept are almost
identical strings like the examples in Table 4.18
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Unlabeled ADR Ground Truth Concept

’noappetite’
10061428

Decreased appetite

’withdrawels’
10048010

Withdrawal syndrome

’headachey’
10019211
Headache

’diarrhoea’
10012735
Diarrhoea

Table 4.18: Examples of incorrectly normalized ADRs due to OOV exceptions

4.7 Limitations

The last experiment presented in this chapter aims at pointing out the most important
limitations of our approach. Based on theory, we expect our approach to have 3 basic
disadvantages compared to the state of the art approaches. Those have to do with its
performance when an ADR mention is long, so the aggregation of individual word
embeddings is not very effective, its efficiency in terms of execution time and finally
its inability to take into account the sequential nature of the text sequences. For the last
one, we already provided the reader with an insight in the qualitative result analysis
section. The other two are analyzed more extensively here.

4.7.1 Efficiency of the FSL approach

Apart from the evaluation of the few-shot learning approach in the effectiveness level,
it is important to compare its efficiency with the state-of-the-art neural network. This
comparison is not straightforward however. A neural network, requires a time con-
suming training process, which varies based on the size of the training data as well as
the number of trainable parameters of the neural network. On the other hand, a few
shot learning approach like the one that we present here, does not require any training.
The only step that has to be taken is to embed the training data in the embedding space.

However, at test time, a neural network can be extremely efficient as the only ac-
tion required to normalize a new sample is to perform a set of mathematical operations
on the input and classify it based on the output of this operation. On the contrary,
the few-shot learning approach is trying to find the nearest neighbor representation of
the unknown samples, so it has to compute the cosine distance between every unla-
beled sample and each one of the labeled training samples. In the Table 4.19 above

Approach Execution Time (sec)
FSL 90
RNN 0.5

Table 4.19: Execution time of SOT RNN and FSL in 400 sample test set

we are demonstrating the average execution time of both methods for each one of the
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SMM4H 2017 test set folds. As we can see, the average execution time of the few-shot
learning approach for normalizing 400 ADR mentions in an intel core i-7 CPU with 8
GB RAM is 90 seconds. The huge difference of the efficiency between this approach
and an FSL approach indicates that in certain use cases, like real-time applications ,
a FSL approach like that would be hard to use. It is worth mentioning however, that
our implementation for finding the nearest neighbor in terms of cosine distance,was
not performed using a built in PYTHON library, as we needed to implement this func-
tion ourselves. Therefore, improving our implementation or adding parallel processing
of those calculations could potentially reduce the execution time in more acceptable
levels.

4.7.2 Effectiveness of FSL approach in long ADR mentions

As we mentioned in the previous chapter of this report , we selected an approach
where we would simply aggregate the different word embeddings of an ADR to create
a fixed-size vector representation, because of the fact that an Adverse Event is usually
described within a few tokens rather than a whole sentence or paragraph. Our hypothe-
sis was that aggregation of individual word embeddings can still capture the semantics
of a short phrase, but the longer the phrase becomes the more noisy this representation
will be. For this reason we measured the performance of our approach as a function
of the ADR mention length to identify to what extend the mention length affects the
model’s performance. Surprisingly, as Figure 4.8 indicates the Accuracy of the few-

Figure 4.8: FSL Accuracy as a function of the ADR length

shot learning approach does not seem to be affected by the mention length in ADRs
between 1 to 6 tokens. The decrease in performance is obvious only for mentions that
are described with more than 6 tokens, but the this is a very small percentage of the
whole data (less than 10 %). On the other hand, if we add the RNN performance as a
baseline, we can clearly see that the difference in the achieved accuracy between the
two models increases in favor of the RNN as the ADR mention length gets larger. The
neural network is also affected by the length of the mention, however it is more robust
as Figure 4.9 indicates. As an overall conclusion however, we could say that even in
comparison to the RNN the performance of our simple FSL model is still competitive
even when the mention length increases.
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Figure 4.9: FSL vs RNN Accuracy as a function of the ADR length

4.8 Experimental Result Discussion

Having presented the results of various experiments in the previous subsection, we will
now discuss the results of this evaluation process and conclude whether those results
confirm or reject each one of our hypothesis about the proposed technique.

H1: Our Few-Shot Learning Approach will perform better than the state of the
art in normalizing medical concepts with limited training samples. The state
of the art Neural Networks will outperform the few-shot learning approach on
classes (concept) with a large availability of training samples.

Our first hypothesis regarding our proposed few-shot learning approach is confirmed
by the experimental results in our real world dataset. This is clearly indicated by the
result analysis of the SMM4H 2017 data in Figure 4.4 as well as the same analy-
sis done in the development set of the SMM4H 2019 shared Task (Figure 4.3). It is
proven that a simple non-parametric approach, based on a simple aggregation of the
individual word embeddings of an ADR phrase, not only projects the ADR mentions
in an embedding space where (semantically) similar from dissimilar ADRs can be dis-
tinguished, but is also capable of performing much better than a complex NN model in
cases with limited training examples as the NN has a clear tendency to overfit in those
cases.

On the other hand as the number of the available training examples per class increase
the deep neural network model is superior, however the FSL approach performed sur-
prisingly well even in those cases. It is indicative that in the SMM4H 2019 Develop-
ment set, the difference between the state of the art RNN and the FSL is marginal in
medical concepts that have at least 20 unique training samples. This means that our
proposed approach is also taking advantage of the availability of training data. How-
ever, in larger datasets like the SMM4H 2017, which is approximately 3 times larger
than the SMM4H 2019 dataset and also there is zero overlap between the training set
and the test set data, it is clearly demonstrated (Figure 4.4 ) that the NN is capable of
extracting more useful features taking advantage of the variation in the training data in
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commonly seen medical concepts.

As an overall best solution however we can not conclude that one of those approaches
is proffered over the other. It can be seen that the kind of the dataset plays an impor-
tant role in the approach that is more suitable in each case. A smaller dataset , where
the majority of the data will belong to medical concepts (labels) with limited training
samples, is a good fit to a few-shot learning approach. If however, we have to do with
a more extensive data source where the majority of the considered medical concepts
has sufficient training samples to train a neural network then, a deep neural network
could demonstrate a remarkable performance. Apart from the training data available,
the use case of the problem also plays an important role in the model selection. As
mentioned earlier, the execution time needed by our proposed method is significantly
higher than the time needed by a trained RNN to classify unseen samples. Therefore,
in cases of real time applications for instance, a DNN model would be a better choice
than a NN based approach.

H2: We can combine the proposed FSL approach with the current SOTA deep
neural networks to achieve a more robust performance among the different im-
balanced classes.

Based on the experimental evaluation of the corresponding section, we can conclude
that the proposed FSL approach, can not only be used to solve the limited training data
problem is certain classes, but it is also capable of being used in a complementary set
up with a deep neural network. In that case, the ensemble model is capable of clearly
outperforming the deep neural network alone as well as the FSL baseline, and demon-
strates a more robust performance among the difference medical concepts. A system
like that can avoid overfitting by trying to generalize to classes it has barely seen be-
fore, while at the same time it can demonstrate a remarkable performance in classes
where the variation within the class training examples is large. On the other hand,
when the amount of annotated data is so small that most of the considered medical
concepts have few representatives, the FSL technique can also demonstrate perform as
a standalone system. This is clearly indicated in our 4.3.2 Evaluation section.

H3: Prior knowledge can be used as an alternative data to normalize medical
concepts when no training data is available.

The above hypothesis, taking into account the results in Table 4.10, can not be con-
firmed 100 %. As we can see, prior knowledge has limited ability of being used as a
representative of a medical concept in the user-generated context. It is obvious that the
difference in the use of language between medical KB and social media is affecting the
performance of the FSL proposed method. On the other hand, we can not ignore that it
is a very useful source of additional data, as the combination of social media training
data and prior knowledge data, increases the performance of the FSL approach as a
standalone system, as well as the performance of the RNN-FSL ensemble which we
presented previously.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this final chapter we include the main conclusions of our work,discuss our decisions
and critically reflect on the whole work we did. Finally we pose our suggestions for
future researchers. The structure of this section is as follows. In section 5.1 we will
summarize our findings on the research questions that we posed in the Introduction of
our research, while in section 5.2 we are discussing our main decisions taken along the
way and how those affected our work and our findings. Future work suggestions are
included in Section 5.3.

5.1 Conclusions

The main research question that we pose in this work is ’How can we link medical
entities mentioned in user-generated text, to their corresponding entities in an existing
Knowledge Base?’. The answer to this high level research question can be given by the
findings of the following three research sub questions that we introduced in the earlier
phases of our work.

RSQ1: What are the state of the art methods, for linking medical text entities to enti-
ties KB entities?

In order to answer this research question we performed a systematic literature study
and collected the most significant scientific work in the domain of medical entity link-
ing/ medical concept normalization. The findings of this survey indicate that the state
of the art techniques for normalizing medical entities to a standard Knowledge Base
vocabulary, are based on the semantic representation of the text entities into vectors
and the use of deep neural networks on top of them so they can extract useful fea-
tures and normalize them to the correct output class (medical concept). Deep learning
techniques, especially in user-generated text, are reported to outperform traditional
rule-based or string matching techniques , as well as all the other supervised and un-
supervised Machine Learning based approaches that are present in literature.

However, after analyzing the limitations of those state of the art approaches, we re-
alized that the nature of the medical concept normalization problem poses the limita-
tions itself. This is because as expected some medical concepts like Adverse Events,
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Diseases or Symptoms are more common than others. For those medical concepts we
usually have (or at least can easily acquire) sufficient annotated data to train a neural
network model. On the other hand, the majority of medical concepts are not very com-
monly mentioned in user-generated text for instance. Therefore, because of this class
imbalance issue, most deep neural network researchers try to normalize a large num-
ber of medical concepts, among which only a small percentage has sufficient training
samples. This leads to a remarkable performance on the common concepts but the ac-
curacy in normalizing more rare classes is disappointing. As a consequence, we have
to mention here that accuracy which is the only metric used in relevant research to
evaluate medical concept normalization techniques is not enough to give us the neces-
sary insights about the performance of a system. In our work we mostly analyze the
accuracy of our systems in different families of classes depending on the availability
of training data.

RSQ2: How can we address the drawbacks and limitations of the current state of
the art techniques in normalizing ADRs in user-generated text?

In our work, we focused on building a technique that could fill in the gaps of the state of
the art deep learning approaches and manage to improve the classification accuracy in
concepts where the annotated data is limited. In machine learning theory,an algorithm
that is able to perform a classification task with only a few ’shots’ from each class is
called ’few-shot learning’ algorithm.Our Few- shot learning approach tries to simulate
the human learning process, where a human is able to identify an object or a living
creature that he/she has only seen once again in the past, by recognizing the similarity
of a new unseen object with what he or she has been shown in the past. More specif-
ically, our few-shot learning algorithm tries to create an embedding (representation)
of an Adverse Drug Reaction mentioned in user-generated text,in an embedding space
where semantically similar from semantically dissimilar representations would be eas-
ily identified with the use of a similarity metric. To create this vector representation of
our medical concepts (ADRs), we were based on pre-trained word embedding models,
which are also successfully used to create the representations of the input ADRs in
the state of the art deep learning models. Since, the largest percentage of the Adverse
Drug Reaction entities in user-generated text are composed of multiple tokens, we had
to find a way to represent the whole ADR phrase as a fixed-size vector, using the indi-
vidual token vectors of that phrase. Taking into account that we wanted to achieve the
highest possible performance in concepts with a limited number of training samples,
we decided to select a very simple and straightforward way of creating this fixed-size
vector representation in order to avoid overfitting. After some experimentation, we
concluded that element-wise addition of the individual word embeddings of an ADR
phrase could still capture the semantics of the phrase, in such a way that the cosine
similarity (cosine distance between the phrase vectors) between two semantically sim-
ilar ADRs was high.

RSQ3: How effective is our proposed approach in linking ADR mentions from user-
generated text compared to the state of the art approaches?

To answer this research question, we performed extensive experimental evaluation of
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our approach in real world data from TWITTER. To test the effectiveness of the FSL
approach we created an embedding for each ADR in the training data, and then we
assigned a label to all the unknown test samples based on their nearest labeled neigh-
bor from the training set. Our findings indicate that this simple approach is capable
of demonstrating a superior performance in concepts with limited training examples,
compared to the state of the art Deep learning techniques, which were reproduced on
the same data. Apart from outperforming the state of the art in rare medical concepts,
the FSL approach demonstrates a very competitive performance in the task in gen-
eral. The overall performance of a reproduced RNN with a single GRU layer and our
FSL approach is almost identical in the largest available TWITTER dataset for medical
concept normalization, while the FSL is outperforming the RNN when evaluated on
a smaller dataset. The reason , not surprisingly , is that a deep neural network has
in general a much better performance in all medical concepts with a large variety be-
tween the training samples where it clearly outperforms the few-shot approach. This
is an important finding, as it indicates that there is no one-size fits all solution to this
problem. For this reason, we tried to evaluate our FSL approach as an alternative to
the deep neural network model, when a rare medical concept has to be classified. We
wanted to evaluate whether using our approach in combination with the SOT, to distin-
guish the rare from the common medical concepts is a feasible task. Indeed, due to the
few false positives that the FSL approach produces in medical concepts with few rep-
resentatives, we managed to build an ensemble model that demonstrates a quite robust
performance among all different training concepts no matter how common or rare they
are in the training data. As a final take away from our evaluation section, we could
say that our FSL approach proves to be a feasible solution as a stand alone model in
cases where the training data is small, as well as an alternative to the state of the art
deep learning techniques in cases where the large availability of data in some medical
concepts allows them to demonstrate remarkable performance on them.

5.2 Discussion

In this subsection we will discuss and reflect our decisions made through the whole
research process.
First of all, based on the weakness of the current state of the art approaches we de-
cided to evaluate a few-shot learning approach. The advantage of this decision was
that we managed to achieve an improvement in the rare medical concepts, however it
was quite likely from theory and proved to be true in practise that such an approach
would not be able to compete a deep neural network in concepts where the training
data was available in a larger scale.
Secondly, we decided to create a fixed size vector representation of our ADR text
mentions by simply aggregating the individual token embeddings of the phrase using
a pre-trained model. This led to a quite simple and straightforward to implement tech-
nique that does not suffer from a large number of trainable parameters as the SOTA
approaches. However, we did not predict the fact that it would fail to capture the
sequential nature of the data in several cases or to identify negation and hence mis-
classifying opposite medical concepts as being the same. This fact was mainly present
when the length of the phrase was increasing. Considering different weights for tokens
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that express either negation (ie. ’never’ , ’not’) or range (i.e ’low’ vs ’high’), could po-
tentially reduce this risk in certain cases. Thirdly, we considered the medical concept
normalization problem as a simple multi-class classification problem. As proved by
our result qualitative analysis, there are several medical concepts in a knowledge base
that are semantically similar (ie ’Arthalgia’ and ’Joint pain’). Therefore, a more exten-
sive exploration of the Knowledge Base and the identification of the relations between
the different medical concepts could have given us better insights about the nature of
the problem.
As a last remark we should mention the evaluation metrics used. In all related research
on medical concept normalization in user-generated text, the only evaluation metric
chosen was Accuracy. However it seems that because of the nature of the problem,
even a normalization system that is able to effectively predict only a minority of very
common medical concepts (i.e insomnia, headache) can demonstrate a competitive ac-
curacy metric. Therefore, it would be worth using using precision, recall and F-score
apart from the reported accuracy as a more reliable metric to evaluate the effectiveness
of the approach across all the considered classes.

5.3 Future work

In this final subsection we will provide the reader with our proposals for possible fu-
ture research and further extensions and improvement of our work. In earlier sections,
we concluded about the feasibility, the strengths and the weaknesses of our proposed
approach. Future research proposals will aim in the direction of improving the current
limitations of our research method.
First of all, a possible direction for improvement would be to optimize the efficiency of
the few-shot learning algorithm. As we demonstrated earlier, the proposed approach
is extremely slow as it has to compute the cosine distance of each new test samples
with all elements of the training data. Hashing techniques can be used to speed us this
procedure, however a more research oriented direction for solving this would be to use
the training data to create only one embedding (vector representation) for each medical
concept. In that way, the number of prototypes that a new sample has to be compared
with will be minimized.
Another possible research direction, that could potentially also reduce the lack of ef-
ficiency that we mentioned above, would be to evaluate different few-shot learning
techniques in the medical concept normalization domain. For instance, the use of
siamese neural networks in similar problems like job title normalization or question
answering [34], where pairs of input text are classified as similar or dissimilar have
demonstrated a remarkable result in their domains.
Finally, our model can be improved in the direction of separating the common and the
rare medical concepts at test time in a more effective and efficient way. Using multiple
binary classifiers, or neural networks with multiple sigmoid functions instead of the
final softmax layer have been used in similar domains where multi-label classification
or open-set classification [41] is considered.
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Abstract
This paper describes the system that team
MYTOMORROWS-TU DELFT developed for
the 2019 Social Media Mining for Health Ap-
plications (SMM4H) Shared Task 3, for the
end-to-end normalization of ADR tweet men-
tions to their corresponding MEDDRA codes.
For the first two steps, we reuse a state-of-the-
art approach, focusing our contribution on the
final entity-linking step. For that we propose
a simple Few-Shot learning approach, based
on pre-trained word embeddings and data from
the UMLS, combined with the provided train-
ing data. Our system (relaxed F1: 0.337-
0.345) outperforms the average (relaxed F1
0.2972) of the participants in this task, demon-
strating the potential feasibility of few-shot
learning in the context of medical text normal-
ization.

1 Introduction

Team MYTOMORROWS-TU DELFT participated
in subtask 3 of the 2019 Social Media Mining
for Health Applications (SMM4H) (Davy Weis-
senbacher, 2019) workshop, which is an end-to-
end task. The goal is, given a tweet, to 1) au-
tomatically classify tweets containing an adverse
drug reaction mention; 2) extract the exact ADR
mention; 3) normalize the extracted ADR to its
corresponding Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities (MEDDRA) code. The task is evaluated
based on strict and relaxed F-score, precision and
recall.

From an NLP perspective, this task poses a sig-
nificant challenge as there is a large gap between
the informal language used in social media and the
formal medical language. Moreover, there is an
absence of large annotated datasets, and datasets
which are available often suffer from class im-
balance. Illustrating this, Figure 1 provides an
overview of the number of samples per class in the
SMM4H task 3 dataset.

Figure 1: Available training samples per the medical
concept present in the training data

Our end-to-end system consists of existing
state-of-the-art for the first two steps. We fo-
cus our efforts on the third -normalization- step,
which we formulate as a Few-Shot Learning prob-
lem (FSL), following the definition by Wang and
Yao (Wang and Yao, 2019). In the following sec-
tions, we describe (1) the datasets that we worked
on, (2) our approach in more detail and finally (3)
our results and conclusions.

2 Data

2.1 Datasets
With the three subtasks, three manually anno-
tated datasets were provided. All datasets contain
tweets containing an ADR (positive) and without
an ADR (negative). A brief overview of these
datasets is provided in Table 1, but for more con-
text we refer to (Davy Weissenbacher, 2019).

2.2 Preprocessing
The provided dataset for subtask 3 consists of
ADR mentions, annotated with their correspond-
ing MEDDRA code. In the hierarchy1 of MEDDRA,

1https://www.meddra.org/how-to-use/
basics/hierarchy



Task Training data
#Positives #Negatives

1 2374 23298
2 1212 1155
3 1212 1155

Table 1: Statistics of the training data used for task 1, 2
and 3

one Preferred Term (PT) is linked to one or more
Lower Level Terms (LLTs) which are more spe-
cific descriptions of the related concept.

The provided dataset contains a mix of PTs and
LLTs, mapping the 1212 ADR mentions to more
than 500 different codes. Observing that the eval-
uation of the workshop task is performed on PT
level, we map all annotations to the correspond-
ing PT, as a preprocessing step. After this pre-
processing step, the 1212 training mentions are
mapped to 319 MEDDRA codes. Figure 1 provides
an overview of the class distribution before and af-
ter preprocessing.

2.3 Prior Knowledge

In the training set for subtask 3, 149 out of the
319 MEDDRA codes that are present in the dataset
(46.7%) have just one available training sample,
while 254 (79.6%) have less than five training
samples. To deal with the scarcity of samples,
we create a prior knowledge dataset considering
the 319 MEDDRA PTs in the training data. This
dataset consists of the preferred names provided
by the MEDDRA vocabulary and their correspond-
ing preferred names in the Consumer Health Vo-
cabulary (CHV), as mapped by the UMLS. The
resulting dataset cointains 1,854 preferred names
for the 319 MEDDRA codes.

3 Method

Our contributions focus on the normalization step,
linking ADRs to their corresponding MEDDRA

code. However, to be able to perform an end-
to-end evaluation, we use existing state-of-the art
techniques for subtask 1 (Sarker and Gonzalez,
2015) and 2 (Cocos et al., 2017), which we train
on the workshop datasets 2.

The state-of-the-art approach for medical con-
cept normalization in user-generated text is deep-

2For task 1, we trained using the suggested settings, as-
signing 3:1 class weight favouring the ADR class. For task 2,
we trained using the pre-trained-fixed setting.

Figure 2: Accuracy per number of training samples.

neural networks (Limsopatham and Collier, 2016)
which outperform traditional methods, when suf-
ficient training data are available.

We trained both the CNN and RNN described
by (Limsopatham and Collier, 2016) on the dataset
for task 3, finding that the RNN has the best per-
formance. On closer observation (and not surpris-
ingly), we found that the accuracy of the RNN
drops when fewer samples are available in the
training data, as depicted in figure 2.

To deal with this drop in performance, we pro-
pose an embedding-based classifier that compares
the ADR extracted mention to its 1-Nearest Neigh-
bour on a vector space containing a) representa-
tions of the ADR mentions in the training data and
b) representations of the prior knowledge dataset.
Our intuition is that the embedding-based binary
classifier would perform better on classes with a
low number of samples, whereas an RNN would
perform well on classes with higher sample num-
bers.

To create our embedding-based classifier we
employ the pretrained Google News Word2Vec
model (Mikolov et al., 2013). Using this model,
we create vector representations for the ADR men-
tions in our training data3. Similarly we create
vector representations for the mentions gathered in
our prior knowledge dataset. At test time, we em-
ploy the same Word2Vec model to create a vector
representation of the unseen ADR mention. Us-
ing a 1-Nearest Neighbour (with cosine similarity
as distance metric), we then select the correspond-
ing MEDDRA concept. Figure 2 shows that this
model indeed seems less sensitive to low sample
numbers.

3for mentions of more than one token we added the vec-
tors



Technique Relaxed Strict
Precision Recall F-score Precision Recall F-score

RNN 0.318 0.337 0.327 0.232 0.246 0.239
FSL 0.336 0.355 0.345 0.237 0.252 0.244

RNN+FSL (1) 0.328 0.347 0.337 0.23 0.244 0.237
RNN+FSL (2) 0.331 0.35 0.34 0.235 0.249 0.242
Task 3 AVG 0.29 0.311 0.297 0.205 0.224 0.211

Table 2: Relaxed and strict Precision/Recall/F-score for RNN, FSL, RNN+FSL (1) and (2) and the average score
of all the participated team in task 3 (Task 3 AVG)

For our experiments, we use 4 systems: (1)
RNN: the RNN proposed by (Limsopatham and
Collier, 2016), trained on the both prior knowl-
edge and the training set (which provides the best
performance), (2) FSL: our 1-NN based on a com-
bination of prior knowledge and the training set,
(3) RNN+FSL (1): an ensemble of the RNN
trained on only the training set and the FSL based
on training + prior knowledge, and (4) RNN+FSL
(2): an ensemble of the RNN trained on the train-
ing set and prior knowledge and the FSL based on
training + prior knowledge. For our ensembles, we
trust the model with the highest confidence (we
used the cosine similarity for the 1-NN model to
represent confidence) in case of disagreement.

4 Results

Our results are summarized in Table 2. Despite the
fact that the RNN+FSL performed better in our de-
velopment set, it did not generalize in the test data.
On the test and evaluation data, FSL outperformed
all the other techniques and achieved a 0.345 re-
laxed F-score and a 0.244 strict F-score which are
above the average performance achieved in this
task by all participants (i.e. Task 3 AVG).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we describe our approach in sub-
task 3 of the SMM4H shared task for normaliza-
tion of Adverse drug reaction mentions in Twitter
posts. Our few-shot learning approach performs
above the average in this task and hence we be-
lieve it to be a promising approach in cases where
the amount of training data is limited.

As future work, we will focus on the discrim-
ination between the ADRs that belong to one of
the ’commonly seen cases’ (classes with sufficient
training data) from the ’rare cases’ (classes with

insufficient training data). This will allow us to
efficiently combine a deep neural network with a
few-shot learning approach into a more robust sys-
tem that successfully links ADR tweet mentions
into its MEDDRA codes.
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